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Ottawa County Times.
Boone and Williams have just

re-

Dr.Wm.VisscberofFillmore is building a large addition to his barn. B.
8 of South Haven Kllnkers is architect.

THEIR DEEDS LIVE.

Revs. W. H. Gotwald and S. B. Paine.
The Marine baud renderedmusic suitable
Hullaku(JlTV In a tra<lerenter in the inMnt of a thrifty fanning eoininunlty. It in a buny jilaee,
The scow X 10 U
to the occasion. General D. H. Hastings
ponheHnliiK many naturalami acijulre-l tdrantaxei. buqr munufactorleH and an unrivaled retail
cleared from here Wednesday.
Heroes of the
for the deliveredthe oration;Luther B. Noyes
Ben
Brouwer
formerly
with
Kolvoord
trade. The retail buainewoecuple*
handwrae modern buildliuta and Ih earrled on by aterling,
read an original poem entitled, “We are
Union Remembered.
Some splendid strings of black bass & Teravestat Hamilton has bought an
pukhlux bunluenHmen. A <iuarry of the fluent bulldliiK atone In In active operation junt outnlde of
Drifting On," and the memorial hymn.
the city. A plant of the Kdlson electric llk'ht in un«L It han a llmt clann water workn nyntem, tire and white bass were caught this week. interest in the mill with Harvey &
“Our Braves" was sung.
department, fair Kroundn, and the fluaetgraded ntreetn of any city in the State. It han elegant
Gen. Ilu*»ey Make* an Addre**.
Hr. F. M. Gillespiehas bought a lot Benjamin at that place and will be at i ANNUAL TRIBUTES TO THE FALLEN
churehon of all denomination!, Hope college, high aclioola, llbrarlen, etc., commennurateto Itn
At the Soldiers’ home cemetery, Gener--work there now.
needn. An Immenne railwayfreight, cxprennand pannengertrattleIn trannacted. It han nteamboat on West Twelfth street of Mr.VanArk.
al Cyrus W. Bussey, assistant secretary
linen to Chicago and Milwaukee.Macatawa Hay funilnhen the fluent privilegesin the State for
A. VanderHill was married yesterGlanders Is affecting horses at Fill-, Vtltruu*by Ten* of Thouiend*Strew the interior,was the orator of the day, and
, manufactories and shipping. The harbor is one of the bent on the east shore of Luke Michigan.
Flower* O’er the Grave* Where Lie at the Congressionalcemetery, Senator
* Manufactorlen are many with heavy capital Invented,machinery,wagons, flouring mills, day. We d id not learn the name of the more. Dr. H. Boss has lost one horse,
Thoiie Who Died That Their Country J. 11. Oalltnger, of New Hampshire, made
lady.
John \ an den Beldt lost two and lias
furniture,tanneries,planing mills, banket factories,farming Implements, stave and heading,
the principal address.
BlljfhtLive— Obvervance of the Itay nt
butter tub factories and many others,with more projected and being pushed. Macatawa Park,
As is customary all the government
ArchitectJ. K. Johnson will move three more sick with it. The disease
Chicago— The I’reaident I'artlclimte*In
Ottawa Jieacb, Shady Side and Harrington'sLanding are some of the finest summer resorts in the
departmentswere closed and the day
his
family
to this city during the com- is considered incurable.
the
Cfretnoole*
at
Kochester.
N.
V.—
State an the hundreds of thousands who have visited them can testify. They are five or nix miles
was generally observedas a holiday
Celebrutlont at Wathlagtoo an >'ew throughout, the city. Owing to the severe
from the city and are reached by rail or by a delightfulride on one of the lake steamers. The ing summer.
The Wade Leroyle company will apYork.
spirit of push and progressprevades all departments of trade. Holland possessesthe reputation
storm of Thursday there was a scarcity of
The immense chimney which is be- pear at the opera house on Saturday
of being the best of markets,and real estate Is In great demand. As It Is, It Is a busy city of 5,000
flowers, but, citizens generously coutribChicago,
May
30.
—Decoration
Day
was
ing built by the Cappon & Bertsch evening, June 4, in their latest laughinhabitants.As it will be, It will be one of the busiest of Michigan cities.
buted from their conservatories.
observed in this city with more, If anyLeather Co., is about 140 feet high al- ing success entitled,“Squabbles.” The
thing, than its usual earnest enthusiasm
THE DAY AT NEW YORK.
ready.
Mankato.Minn., Free Dress refers to
The programme had been mapped :>ut
Times. Squabbles must be a go. It did one Mrs. H. Warendorp of Fillmore was them as follows:
carefully,the (i. A. K. posts all told off to Great Parade of Veteran*, Muuuiueut
good to hear the roars of laughter.—
“The ' Wade-Leroyle Comedy Com- certain duties and every portion of the day
l’n veil! iigand Oratory.
M. 0. MANTINU, Kdltorand Publisher.
taken to the asylum at Kalamazoo last
Chicago Times.
pany appeared at the opera house last
New Yolk, May 3(1.— Decoration Day
devoted to some observanceappropriateto
week as she had become violently inevening and gave a good entertainment.
Published Every Friday, at Holland Michigan.
A special session of the Holland sane.
the celebration.In the morning the was generally observed in New York and
Mr. Leroyle and Miss Wade are both
elassis will be held next Tuesday, June
soldiers’ graves at Kosehill,Oakwoods, vicinity. The parade startedat 9 o’clock
Each member of the company models artists in their naitlcul ir lines. Miss
Terms of Subscription,11 AO per year, or ?l per
St. Boniface, (Jrosse Point, Arlington a. m. from the corner of Fifth avenue and
7, at 10:30 a. m. In the First Reformed
year If paid In advance.
in their art. The specialtieswere all Wade is especiallypleasing. Her facility in character impersonationis re- Heights,Sag Kidge, Gracelaud,Calvary, Fifty-eighthstreet. The line of march
AdvertisingKates made known on Application. church.
novel and rendered artistically.— Almarkable, and in last evening’s enter- Barrington, Forest Home, Concordia, was down Fifth avenue to the Worth
The foundation for a fine residence bany Democrat.
tainment she assumed several different Waldheim. Mount Greenwood, Mount monument in Madison square, where a
X9T Entered at the post ottlceat Holland,
for County SheriffEd Vaupell, on the
Next Sunday, in Hope church, fore- characters in costume and passed with Hope, Mount Olivet,St. Mary’s. Orland, marching salute was paid to the grand
Mich., for transmission throughthe mails as
corner of Cedar and Thirteenthstreets noon and evening,Rev. John Graham, many of her auditors for as many differ- Bloom, Hormwood,South Holland,and marshal: thence to Fourteenth street to
second-classmatter.
ent persons. In this particular Miss Riverside cemeteries were decoratedwith Union square, north to Seventeenthstreet,
is finished.
D. D., of Grand Rapids, Mich., will
Wade is superior to any actress who has flowers and flags and in the sad pleasure to the plaza, where another marching
PhotographerPayne took a picture conduct the services.
salute was paid to the grand marshal;
appeared before a Mankato audience.
the veterans were joined by thousands of
thence to Fourteenthstreet and Fourth
of the pole drill at the Y. W. C. A. enMrs. Skinner, wife of one of the Life Ihroughoutthe entertainment was
men, women and children, many of whom avenue and dismissed.
pleasing,
sparkling
with
fresh
humor
Born, to Prof, and Mrs. S. E. Hig- tertainment and it is a decided success. Saving Station crew, died this week.
Uouor* to Farragut’*Memory.
which kept the audience happy from had a closer interest in the one sleeping
Go to the gallery and buy one.
gins last Monday —a nine pound girl.
The remains were taken to Allegan for start to finish. We heartilyrecommend under the green mound than even bis comWhile passing the statues of Farragut,
the Wade-Leroyle Party as worthy of Aides.
Seward, Lincolnand Washington the vet
The Times’ office was kindly remem- interment on Wednesday.
The foundation was commenced this
erans in the line laluted and the colors
Special Ceremony at Irving Park.
bered by the Holland City band giving Yesterday school was dismissedin the patronage of everyone who can 'enweek for the Waverly block.
joy a pure, pleasing and merry per- During yesterday afternoon the Bohe- were drooped with roll of drums. The
us a serenade last Monday. The boys the afternoon on account of the majori- formance/’
Grand Army marched in nine divisions.
It did one good to hear the roars of
make a fine appearance and elllcit ty of the children and teachers having Reserved seats now on sale at Brey* mian veterans unveiled a monument erect- Several divisions of the Grand Army went
laughter.— San Francisco Chronicle.
ed at Irving Park. A procession marched
to Greenwood,Evergreen.Cypress Hills,
many complimentaryremarks from the wet feet caused by the heavy rain.
man’s store. Prices,25, 35 and 50 cts. to the Northwesternstation and was conWilliam Te Vaarwerk, formerly of
Lutheran, Holy Cross and ether cemecitizens and Holland can justly be proud
veyed to the park, attendedby hundreds of teries, under the direction of post comthis city, died at Roseland the other
-1IU
Ju ^ oep.ouu
The fan drill given at the Y. W. C.
PERSONAL.
civilianswith their wives and children. manders.The Melvin monumeat in Calday. He was about 27 years old and !°f ^V.lu^ueh “
""f*1 A. entertainment was photographedby
(organization.Help the boys along artist Payne. The pictures are excel- Mrs. L. T. Kanters of Grand Rapids There was an extended programme of vary cemeterywas unveiledin the aftervisited friendsjh me city this week, jg speeches and music. Today Meade post noon. Judge Fitzgerald delivered the orawhen you have the opportunity.
lent and are for sale at the gallery.
No. 444 did duty on a general assignment, tion.
Peter Mellema of Fillmore brought a
Confederate*Participate.
line Clyde mare from Grand Rapid* „
Dykema of the clothing G. J. Schuurmau sold the lot on the Mrs. B. Posthumus of Grand Rapids and took care that no soldier's grave was
Another monument in the same cemeis visting relatives in this city.
missed. Memorial services were held in a
the other day. Itlaaalx yearoldand
^ Dykemaha* bought corner of Thirteenth and Market streets
tery, erectedover the grave of Rev. John
John Eppiuk of Cadillac is here vis- number of the churches yesterdaymorn- F. Fitzharris, was unveiled after the Mel..... VK*
ipoo
the bL‘autlful BP°tted ho,‘«e our popu- to R. Van Zwaluwcnberg,lately moved
ing in memory of the veteranswho “sleep
*
lar livery man, J. H. Nibbelink and
iting friends.
the sleep that knows no waking," and vin monument ceremony.On the 1st day
to this city, and who will erect a fine
V*,: }h« -v>om«v.*e
eaftfage, harness, etc.
Mrs. A. E. Eckerman of Muskegon is many ,i ore churches were thrown open of May an invitation was extended by the
residence
there.
aj-: n .i<U* - - t».e Jisy. La been
U. S. Grant post, G. A. R., to theCoufed.id.-'-tLe IFiy. la
j Consideration
If- you want to
last eveningfor similar services.
visiting sick relatives here.
pjatecampof. New York to participate
M>s
Dina Vos of Fillmoreand Heron account of the prevalence of measels
Lx-Coufederute*on Ifumi.
buy a good horse or if you want to have
Derk J. TeRoller of the Standard The ex-C'oufederate associationand its with the northern military companies in
man Cook of Overisel were married last
^in that neighborhood.
a stylish rig for a drive, you are always
the memorial services to be held at the
Sunday.
Reception
for the old peojfie Roller Mills, left on an extensive west- friends assembled at the IllinoisCentral tomb of General Grant. The invitation
Sunday evening a memorial sermon sure to get it by going to Nibbelink’s
Randolph Street station at 10 a. m. and
last night and for the young people to- ern tour last Wednesday. He went
was preached by Rev. J. J. Van Houte livery barn.
took trains for Oakwoodscemetery. They was accepted, and a committee arranged a
night.
from here to Milwaukee and Minneapo- were loaded with flowers and curried a suitable service at the general’s grave.
in the First Reformed church, it was
Tliere is a neat little sum left after
The owners of the steamer Kalama- lis where he will visit the flouring number of beautifulfloral pieces with
a** line address and the church was
CYCLONE IN KANSAS.
paying all expenses for Memorial day. zoo are about to libel the steamer Pil- mills. From there he will proceed to them, jjttst evening the service at the
packed.
English Lutheran church was conducted Three Ton'll* Swept mxl a Large Number
Would it not be a good plan to add to
grim to recover the value of their ves- the Pacific j coast and for a few weeks by Colonel James A. Sexton and Captain
of Feople Killed.
The pictures taaen by Payne the this and raise enough for a good roussel, which was sunk in a collision with will visit his .brotherHenry at Seattle, Vocke, under the auspices of the G. A. K.
Kansas
ClTV,
May 30. -A Special to
photographerlast Monday, of the street ing Fourth of July celebration. We
Wash. The two will then make a tour Nearly every veteran in the city attended The Journal from Wellington, Kans.,
the Pilgrim last week on the lake.
view during the processionare now fin- haven’t had a good celebration here for
through the Puget Sound country. On divine servicesyesterday at some church says: Wellington’scyclone visitation has
J. W. Bosnian celebrated his 02nd
as a preliminaryto the ceremoniesof toished and for sale at the gallery. They years and the surrounding towns would
made it for the time the chief object of
his return Mr. TeRoller will take the day.
birthday anniversary yesterday. There
are just
‘ •
respond heartily to our invitation. It
interestfor all southern Kansas. No such
In the Surrounding Towns.
ocean steamer at Seattlefor California,
was a large gathering of relatives" The
The barn of Widow 13. J. Alfrijik, two would bring thousandsof visitorsto
and
will 'then proceed homewatd Tire Illinoistowns in easy reach of this crowds have visited this city before
many friendsof Mr. B^/maif'wiU. wish
Smiles south of Graafschap, was struck by our city and our merchants would no
through
him many ht^y returns of the event.-*
-n every m/iroad end h&b way yesterlighting last Tuesday evening and con- doubt hate a ll hi* trade. •- - ------ many frien^ vilb him much joy ii ______
1C Orationswere delivered at Geneva, day. On all its four lines centering here
Miss Wade and Mr. Leroyle deserve
sumed. Twelve head of cattle were al- Eighteen of the Maccabees of this
no doubt ]>'• far-ant trip and a safe return Sandwich, Waukegan,Kankakee, (George
the Santa Fe ran excursionsfrom as far
so burned in the barn. No insurance. city went to Douglas last Saturday success, They do what they advertise, to his horn, 'in this city.
R. Palmer, of Ouarga), Sycamore (Richard
north as Hutchinson,south from Arkanthey are painstaking, they give the
Yates, of Jacksonville), Woodstock, HarTuesday afternoon the barn of Abel evening to attend the formal opening
Prof, and Mrs. P. A. Latte of Alle- vard, Malta, Downer’sGrove, Palo, El- sas City and west from Medicine Lodge,
people the worth of their money and
Westhoek, just outside of Zeeland, was j of the Douglas lodge K. O. T. M. The
burn, Algonquin, Hampshire,Marengo while the Rock Island was equallyindusnever disappointthe public.— Music gan. and James Latte of Ionia spent and elsewhere.
trious in forwarding sightseersto the
struck by lightning and burned. One j Holland knights were royally enterSunday
in fills city the guests of Mr.
and Drama, S. F.
Great Military Parade.
stricken city. Division Passenger Agent
horse also was burned and whatever tained by their Douglas brothers, an
and Mrs. W. C. Walsh.
This afternoon at 3 o’clock a great mil- Murdock, of the Santa Fe, estimated the
The steamer MeVea of Suugatuck is
the barn contained. Loss about $(100. elegant banquet being one of the pleasMr. and Mrs. C. Huizinga of Grand itary parade starts from Market and Moncrowd at 15,000which, is an exceedingly
expected
here
at
any
time
te
take
the
ant features connected with it. The
Insured.
Rapids visited relatives here Sunday. roe to move through the priucipa! down- conservative estimate.
place
of
the
steamer
Kalamazoo.
Sevstarts out with forty
town streets,and be reviewed by General
The consistoryof the First Reformed Douglas lodge starts
The List* of Dead aud Wounded.
Frank Higgins and Harry Bertsch of Milos, U. S. A., on Michigan avenue.There
eral craft are trying to get out of SaugThere were nineteen iu all, so far as
church have bought a lot opposite Dr. j
returned
will
lx
about
10,000
men
in
hue,
of
atuck harbor, but the drifting sands Chicago took in the city on Decoration
known at this writing, killed,and several
J. W. Beardsloe on Twelfth street,for horae in the smaL hours of the morning.
whom 8,000 (the first division) will l»e of
day.
the wounded have died. The names of
have almost entirely closed the channel.
Grand Army veterans.The United States
the purpose of erecting a parsonage We have received from Geo. De HaB. P. Higgins and faintly moved to troops here, the National Guard and other the former are: Leonard Adamson,
An
open
air
concert
will
be
given
by
thereon. The funds for the building ven. Gen. Pass. Agent of the Chicago
Thomas N, Cornwall, Frank Campbell,
Chicago Tuesday. Mr. Higgings, dur- military organizations,
the policeand lire
Matilda Carson, Caroline Dillard,
ffiave already been raised by Eastern & West Mich. K. R.. a neat pamphlet the Holland City band next week Satdepartments
of
the
city,
and
fraternal
assoing his long stay here, has made many
French,James Hastle, James Harrison,
urday
evening
at
the
corner
of
Eighth
ladies.
ciations will make up the rest of the Hue.
entitled, ‘Tours in Michigan.”It gives
friendswho will, no doubt, miss him.
James Hendricks,Henry James, Ida
and Market streets. Help the boys
Kuite Brothers have bought out the full descriptionsof all the summer reTHE PRESIDENT’S OBSERVANCE. Jones, William Jones, Wharton Mason,
AlleToppen after visitingrelatives
along with a little subscription for deJames Mayer, Mrs. J. K. Basher, Mamie
meat market of Burton on River street sorts in the state andisfully illustrated.
fraying the expenses of sheet music etc. and friends in this city for a couple III* Trip to Uochester and What Ho IJid Strand, X. Silva, Hart Upson, James
and will run it us a strictly cash mar- We notice that Macatawa Park and
Weaver.
Going and After Arrival.
weeks returned to Chicago Tuesday.
The steamer Macatawa has been taket. With their business qualities and Ottawa Beach are amongst the finest
ROCHESTKB, N. Y., May 30.-The presiInjured victims—Those taken out of the
the reputation they have for choice resorts in Michigan and are given a ken into the slip and is being over- B* E. Workman of Benton Harbor dent arrived here Saturday after a trip ruins injured, some of whom have since
was in tho'eity Monday.
meats of all kinds there is no doubt of good description. The tourist who de- hauled preparatory to commencing her
which was nearly one long cheer. At all died, are as follows:Charles Adamson, Miss
M
Bishop, Jesse Brown, Guy Colbv, Mrs.
run
to
the
resorts;
L.
B.
Upton
will
Mrs.
P.
Conley
and
son
Fred
went
to
points along the railway there weie crowds
its success.
sires to be posted on the advantages of
Henry Conrad Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Earl,
gathered and at Suubury, Williamsport,
be captain, O. McAntee engineer and Chicago Monday.
Edward Forsythe,E. J. Forsythe, Silva
Through the energeticefforts of Pen- the differentresorts should not fail to
and Troy, Pa.; Watkins,Penn Yau, El- Forsythe, Walter Forsythe, Lieutenant
Austin Harringtonclerk. She is exsecure
a
copy
from
Geo.
De
Haven,
Gen.
Luke Lugcrs took a business trip to
sion Claim Agent Isaac Fairbanks,
mira, and other places in this state ho ad- William French,Mrs. T. J. Hanna, MatCharles L. Wattle of Olive, late of i Bn81*- Agent. C. & W. M. K. R, Grand pected to commence making trips about Allegan Wednesday.
dressed the crowds and shook hands with tie Hodges, CharlesHoover, Maggie King,
the J5th of this month.
Co “I” 25th Battery of light artillery, 1 KaPid“< Mich
Mr. and Mrs. A. Visscher left Wed- many of the people. Elmira is Senator James Lawrence, Mrs. Mahon, John MarThe heavy and almost continual rains nesday morning for a trip to Niagara Hill’s home. There there was an immense tin, Joseph Morris, Carrie Mitchell, Mrs.
Ohio veteran volunteers, has been
The ball given by the Masons', Plascrowd— so thick were the people that the Robert Millard,Carrie Mitchell (child, )Mrs.
panted a pension of $x per month un- terers’ and Bricklayers’ union of this for the past week or more will no doubt Falls.
train had difficultyin getting a clear way Murphy, Ralph Ratekin,
Sammons,
*der the new law.
city at the opera house last Friday do considerable harm to crops on low CSam Miller spent Sunday with friends through the throng.
CharlesStoner,-- Thrall, W. II 'Tucker.
Dick Weaver (child.)
IJluuder of an Kx-Postniastcr.
Though for several years the stu- evening was a success in every way. grounds. On Wednesday evening a in this city.
At Watkins the ex-postmasterintrocloud-burstoccurred near Grand Rapdents of Hope college have lacked en- Besides the crowd that was there a large
Two Other Town* Visited.
Mr. and Mrs. V. Metcalf of Grand duced the president and named him
ids doing considerable damage to the
Wiuaita, Kan., May30.-The cyclone
terprise or respect for DecorationDay number of tickets were sold to people
“William
Henry
Harrison"
to
the
astonRapids visited friends in this city SunG. R. & I. and the C. & W. M. R. R.
ishment of the people. Referring to this Friday night killed seven persons at Harservices, a respectablenumber of them who did not take part. The music was
day.
tracks.
the president iu his remarks said: “Some per aud seven at Argouia. The destrucfurnished
by
Goodrich's
orchestra
and
turned out Monday. True, less than
R<JV. lyifc. Dusker and Dr. Chau. caustic joker, satirizing that pride of fam- tion was frightful,as both towns are nearThe ladies of the Suburban Aid sohalf the students marched in the pro- was excellentand the program consistScott have gone as delegatesto the gen- ily which characterizes the Old Dominion ly razed. Over two score are badly incession but the number was such that ed of twenty-onenumbers. The floor ciety will give a “toe” social, with eral Synoij'of the Reformed church —I believe we have no representative
of jured. Nearly every public building in
Virginia on hoard-said that the old fammanagers Thos. S. Conlon, Peter Smith mush and milk for refreshments, and a
they made a good showing.
both towns was destroyed. The storm
held at Ashbury Park, N. Y.
ilies of the state reminded him of the poand C. D. Bliss kept everything in presentationof # “ Tales from Land and
swept through a belt of countryone and a
The Y. W. C. A. entertainment at
tato
plant,
the
best
part
being
under
Dr. Bearffsiue and family left Monday
half miles wide, licking up everything
good order, it was an orderly gather- Sea,” Wednesday evening, June 8,
ground. [Laughter.) I have thought,
the opera house Tuesday evening was
ing, nothing occurringto mar the at Mrs. James Conkright’s. Teams for a trip East, to lx* gone probably two perhaps, the slip made by my good friend clean. It was accompanied in portions of
fairly well patronized.A good program
southernKansas with destructive cloudmonths. J
who presented me, iu getting the Chrisjjleasures of the evening. The party will be furnished, to start from D.
bursts. At Rago, near Harper, two perwas carried out and it was without
David Cronin went with the Grand tian name of my ancestor rather than my sons were killed by a water spout.
disbanded shortly after midnight and Bertsch ’s store from 7:30 to 8:30.
doubt a success. Some of the musical
own,
might
bring
bis
Joke
to the recollecRapids Pppu,. excursionto Niagara
The names of the killed at Harper are:
will no doubt repeat the party some fution of some of you.” [Laughter.]
If you arc interestedin musical goods
selections were especially fine. The
Falls Wednesday.
J. L. Stainliam, James Harrison, wife and
ture time.
The
CVfobratloii at Kochestor.
don't forget to call at the music house
proceeds will go towards buying an orThe president allowded divine service child of James Gallagher, child of Grant
Mrs. M. Hchram of Grand Rapids and
Tomlin, Mrs. Frank Tomlin, William
Memorial Day was more generally of H. Moyer & Son. They have just regan for the Y. W. C. A. rooms.
yesterdayboth morning and evening, the
observed here last Monday than for ceived a fine lot of aecordeons. Also Miss Katie Huizinga of Zeeland visited latter being also attendedby the G. A. it. Stevenson. Injured: Samuel Cole, will
probably die; Robert Libricht,Samuel
Do you contemplate buying an; fruit
years past. People from the surround- the finest line of pianos, organs, gui- their bfloftr, A. J. Huizinga, this a body. Today he hold u public reception Chullis; Mrs. Samuel C’hallis, probably
or shade trees, vine or berry bushes?
3
from
10:30 a. m. to 12:80 p. m. attire
ing towns came flockingin early in the tars, violins, banjos, etc. Everything
fatal.
I’owers H ouse, from where he proceeded
If so go and see Goo. H. Souter. He
morning and the streetswere crowded. to be found in a first-elats music store Mrs. Vogel of Kalamazoo is visiting at 1:30 to the reviewingstand in front of
is well known throughout this commuFor pure Linseed Oils. Varnishes and
The processionformed on the corner of is found here and at prices as low as at her brother;? Vter (Justing.
the Court House and reviewedthe parade,
nity as a reliable nursery man and good
painter's supplies generally, go to Dr.
which
was
u
fine
one.
At
2:30
p.
m.
he
Eighth and River streets at about 1:30 Grand Rapids, in fact lower.
AD\fiRTjiSED LETTERS.
went to Washington Square and took part Van Putten's drug store. Brushes a
stock can be depended upon. His p. m. and was a good one, the Sons of
Our nightwatehwishes us to mention List of lAeivudvertiaedfor the week iu the ceremony of unveiling the mouuuVices are very reasonable, cheaper Veterans, G. A. H,, Labor unions, Hope
sjxrialty, cheap.
thai on the night when Mr. Becker's ending Juflfl,at the Holland, Mich., ment. These ceremonies will occupy the
rflin if you ordered them from some
time to 5:30 and at 8:30 the president
College students, martial band, city door was kicked in, a short time before post office:
B *st equipped dental parlors in this
Jiurvy Clark, Eli Herring* will take the train for Washington.
| J^side firm.
band and others making a good show. it occurred he found a drunken man lypart of the state. All work done satis
ton, Fran
&b»up, Emma Linert, N. Ii.
| The Hope College and the Holland They marched to the college campus, ing behind the fence. He went to Scott Slade.
factorily at lowest prices. Gillespie &
THE DAY AT WASHINGTON.
L J. Van Dukkn, P. M.
Lem ley.
City baseball clubs played at the college where Gen. L. G. Rutherford of Grand
& Schuurman's office, and got Frank
R you do ut want to lx* diMa|)|toiuted Eoleiuu Memorial Servico* at Arllugtou
inpus lust Monday forenoon.There Rapids delivered an address. He paid
Do you want a fine lap robe or dtreter
Walsh to go a'ong with him, but when with what
aud Othor Cometerlo*.
iu ju re bane buy your goods
I'Ut* a Urge crowd out to witness the { a stirring tribute to the mothers of our
Washington,May 30.— Extensive prepa- this season? Remember that a large
they arrived at the sjiot the man was at the dr
‘ore of Dr. Wm. Van Putst4H'k is kept at H. Vaupell's harness
tfainc. The college boys were not in it old soldiers. As usual it •ained during
complete stock of drugs rations hud been made by the committees shop. Eight St.. Holland.
not there. Frank then went back to ten, who
fit all. Six innings were played and the day but not enough to t'Huy the ex- the office of Stott and Sehuurman and and pain gls found— quality always of the various G. A. R. posts of Washingguuran
ton for a proper observanceof Memorial
id prices cheap,
the score was 3 to 38 in favor of the ! ereises. The business men responded
the nightwatehwent on hisbcat.ShortRemember that the best kind of coal
AH kin ii metal work done at the Bay. At Arlington where 20,000 heroes for domestic use is thet'annel coal now
Ihdland City club, and the boys did not liberally in subscribing towards the exly afterwards Mr. Becker's door was
best rates
thy Central Dental Par- of the late rebellionlie buried, the cere- for sale at Austin Harrington. Produce
dSert themselves much
! penses.
kicked in.
lore.
monies were of unusual solemult). The Merchant, River street, Holland.
religiousexerciseswere conducted by
ceived a fine new bus.
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wanWl n day to n st. son is not long . nough. There U^mil
came across his disability in southern lixalith - m ;»roneighbor busily at work In his hwl duoe the b-st qualities of wool. Thiiis
shed. He was ‘sharpeningall the tools shown by the demand from AMraha. a

raining as he

s

HOLLAND. MRH .rmiMY.Jrvrr1W!

WHY OUR ROADS ARE

BAD.

A littlefarther on we

»»f Slow

of

ll«*v«*l>i|iinriit

lit*

Aiti«*rlriiii llli-liway.

While the jieople of the American
about the establishment,from his wife's semi-tropicalcountry, for the American states have furnished examples of al*
FARM AND CARDEN.
kitchen knives up to the teeth of his! Merino rams bred by Vermont and most phenomenal enterprise and achieveKumiMig * I nr 111 l or All It l» Worth-Tl'- harrow. Hoes, spades, saws and axes Western New York breeders.Years ment in other directions, the construcMutton »u4lltyof-hrrj.-t hunv
were being put in condition for good ago Australian wool-growersthought tion and management of their public
in thr Wr»t.
highways have been singularly loose,
work. The wagon waa being oiled up that by cro-lng with American-bred
Not lon^ ago a very good farmer *ald and a little paint being put where it sheep they would make their flock* all unsystematic and improvident Except
in some of the New England states and
to Ub. that he wa?. “running his farm would do the most good. This man that was needed to produce good wool.
some in New York and northern New
for all it was worth.” By tbit* he meant was sorry it rained, for lie wanted to For a time they succeeded; but of late
Jersey adjacent to the city of New York,
that ho was cultivatingitdOK'ly, mak- go on with his corn planting, but he did years a renewed demand has com ; for there can scarcely lie said to be anything
ing it produce the largest crop erf which not grumble nor make it an excuse for American bred Merinos,, to improve like a system of public highways conit was callable, and that it was stocked
fitting down with folded bands. WJtich still further the native stock which structedwith reference to permanence,
durabilityand affordingthe best service
to it* fullest cajiacity.but upon further
one do you think will make the most under the Influence of climate, shows
CattorU it Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
enquiry wo found that he had no sheep
a common tendency towards d •M iora to the community at all seasons. There
successful year?
are, of course, local exceptionswhere
and Children.It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
and we advised him to add a few. He
t'ion.
by individual or associatedenterprise,
< hunarla Hi® W®*l.
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
protested that he had no room for them
BREEDING SWINE TOO EARLY.
aided by special conditionsas to surface
A notable change Is observable in
but he went home, looked the matter
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
- A foreign journal thinks that tin* and natural character of the soil or
one respect in Western agriculture, and
all over, and soon bought twenty head,
practicewhich has so generally been proximity to roadbuildiugmaterial, good
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years* use by
that Is that farmers now pay attention
for which ho has found that ho had amadopted among swine-growers,of breed- roads have been constructed,but they
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
to utilizing the manure. A few years
ple room, and which will do their full
ing from young and imraatured animals, are few in nnmber and limited in extent.
ago they did not do this. Lands were
fsverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
share in adding to the profit of the
cannot be too strongly condemned. The commissionerof agriculture,in
so cheap that they thought it would not
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
season'swork. As an adjunct to almost
The practice has now become quite com- his report for the year 1(^8, commentpay to waste labor merely to conserve
ing upon the importance of the common
teething troubles, cures constipationand flatulency.
all other lines of fanning, a small flock
mon among farmers to raise one or two roads as the feeders to the railroads of
their fertility.Great heaps of manure
is of helpful aid. With a good demand
litters from a sow and then fatten and the country, made use of the following
Castoria assimilatesthe food, regulates the stomach
lay and rotted and wasted from year to
for mutton, with fancy prices obtainamarket her. About the time she has suggestivestatements:
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Casyear. Whatever the other conditions
ble for early lambs, with the small, but
come to that degree of maturitywhen
“While our railway system hoe betoria is the Children’s Panacca-the Mother’s Friend.
may he, farmers of all classes and in all
sure, receipts from the fleece, and with
she should begin to be useful, and be- come the most perfect in the world, the
places will find out, eventually, that
the rapid natural increase,there is hut
fore there has been opportunity to esti- common roads of the United Suites have
the first business of the farmer is to
Castoria.
been neglectedand are inferior to those
Castoria.
little chance for loss from a smtll nummate her value as a mother, she is recare for soil. This Is the one important
of any other civilizedcountry in the
ber of sheep that are well handled and
" Castoria is so well adapted to children that
“ Castoriali an excellent medicine for chiltired from the herd, and the folly is rething to learn, and when the president
world. They arc deficient in every necthe care and room and feed required
peated. A practical illustration of what essary qualification that is an attribute dren. Mother* have repeatedlytold me of its I recommendit os superior to any prescription
of our agriculturalcollegesaid to us regood effect upon their children.'’
known to
„ _
are such that a small flock can be added
is meant is seen by comparingthe pigs to a good road— in direction, in slope, in
IT. A. Archer, M. D.,
Da. G. C. Osgood,
cently that the aim of the collegewas
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn,N. Y.
to a farm that is otherwise well stockfrom mature and immature parentage, shaiie and service, and, most of all, in reLowell,Mass.
to teach this principle,we concluded
ed. and the cost for their maintenance
raised side by side in the same pen. pair. These deficiencieshave resulted
“ Our physiciansin the children's depart•> castoria is the best remedy for children of
that they were on the right track, and
will be very low; and in the present
ment have spoken highly of their experiNot only will the litters from roomy, not only from an ignorance of the true
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
all the other needful things would folence in their outsidepracticewith Castoria,
state of agriculturewe can more safely
far distant when mothers will consider the real
well-developed sows, got by mature principles of roadmaking, hut also from
low in due season. When we have
and althoughwe only have among our
the varied systems of roadhuilding in
interest of their children, and use Castoriainincreasethe number of sheep than any
sires,lie larger— nearly double the nummedical supplieswhat is known as regular
learned that we must continuallyrestead of the various quack nostrums which are
force in the several states of the Union,
other class of live stock.
ber of pigs— but frequently the pigs
products,yet we are free to confessthat the
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
due to defective legislation.Hie princistore to the soil at least as much plant
merits of Castoriahas won us to look with
will lie nearly .double the size when ples u^ton which the several states have
morphine, soothingsyrup and other hurtful
Early Maturity.
fodfi as the crops taken from it, and
gents down their throats, thereby sending favor upon it”
three or four weeks old, and the advan- based much of their road legislation is
Early maturity in all kinds of live
Umted Hospital asd Dispexsart,
have found how to do it at the least exthem to premature graves.’’
tage gained from qualities inherited known as the road tax system of personal
stock has become a prime necessityif
Boston,Mass.
Da. J. F. Kixchelok,
pense, we shall be on the road to befrom mature parents,and from liberal service and commutation, which is unwe are to grow them for profit. The
Allen C. Smith, Pret.,
Conway, Ark.
coming good farmers.
nourishment and vigorous growth when sound as a principle, unjust in its operaonly possible chance for profit inbreedThe Centaur Company, TI Murray Street, New York City.
Wantiiii;Fwd.
tions, wasteful in its practice and unsatyoung, the animal will retain through
ing and feeding is in crowding to ripeisfactory in its results. It is a relic of
The poorest use that can be made of
ness at the earliest possible age. With
life.
feudalism,borrowed from the ‘statute lagood feeding stuff, after you have been
GREEN FOOD FOR SWINE.
hogs we have already fallen into line
bor’ of England, and its evil results are
to the trouble and exjiense of growing
A western stockman pertinently ad- today apparent in the neglected and ill
with this, the entire stock of the corn
it, is to waste it on poor stock. Perbeef being now essentiallymarketed
vises that when pigs are confined to conditionedcommon roads of the counhaps you have poor stock, and know,
dry lots they will enjoy almost anything try.” And as the benefits to be secured by
before twelve months old. With beef
that it is poor, but cannot afford to
cattle we have not been quite so ready
in the shajie of green food— a sod from a change in these conditions, the commishave better. Let us advise you to sell
sioner forcibly adds: “By the improveto put the rule into force, being deterred
the fence corner, turnip tops that have
ment of these common roads every
it, even at a sacrifice, and put the money
somewhat by the bug-bear of “babygrown in the pit or cellar, jiotato parbranch of our agricultural, commercial
that you obtain into. say. half as much
ings raw and many other things that
beef.” but cattle growers must come to
and
manufacturing industries would
really good stock. The natural increase
realize that the only way to obtain a
are uauaiij
usually wasted. If they are **
in a be maienauy
air:
materially panenieq.
benefited. r.very_
Eveix arycm
article.
profit i,
is to
of me
the quit*K
quick «'ul 8«’n «lve fouaf‘,in
prom
w take
lane advantage
auvanuige oi
muddy lot they .wHl. enjoy, the relief. Jx^ght-te-iwarket Avdufifbe' diminished
piwiB weight that may be
J* wlU.hft.otag.a.given
ruin from
fi-rim ivnAfncr
in the
flu- mini
nricc: the number of horses necessary
wading in
mud hv
by na coat
coat in price;
until tin* innr»TTU>1
iittle time until the income is much
the first twenjysfem'flfontBs
of a steer’s
of fresh clean straw. Better use the as a motive power would lie reduced,
better than it could possiblybe under
straw this way than to let it rot down and by these and other retrenchments
millions of dollars would be annually
I
just
the old order of things. A man is not
YmIuhIjIvI'liljliratlon*.
in the stubble-field.The same authorsaved to the public. The expense of reconsistent—as far as the cultivation of
From the results of our own observaity says that the larger part of the
pairing roads and the wear aud tear of
of
test.
the soil and the growing of crops is contion we are inclinedto think that farswine feeding should be done in the vehicles and horees^vqjdjl.l^-t— er^iallycerned— who farms well and then keeps
summer or eiujy fall, that is if the feed- dimmiEhedi'amTthousandsof acres of
mers do not avail themselves so much
I
the prices
poor stock.
as they should of the aid ofj.'urILparter wants the greatest gain for feed con- land, the products of which are now
Buying wid Selling.
sumed. This should be the great point wasted in feeding unnecessary animals the finest
ment jif. ^VgrleahtlFer This exists for
in the
No
matter
how hard a farmer works aimed at— the greatest gain for food in order to carry on this character of
the farmers, and they should make use
transportation,
would lie devoted to the
of it wheneverthey can. For one thing, nor how good crops he makes there will consumed* A feeder is always safe in
productionof food for the inhabitantsof
the publicationsii^ued by it should not be much profit for him unless he making this one of his objects, whereas
the country. In fact, the public and
have larger circulation among the far- produces very largely the things that when he feeds for a certai.A time and private advantages which would result
imers. Xl&uJ '1' them are of great pral- are consumed at home. There is not price his calculationsmay ryi*; be realHnv dC ft hofHl'y
*4 in*/ wi
-nflt i’1 bis huaijpega. at the
of Mr. Harrington
improvementof our
/
— ^ticafTdafe, and "coutcfbe Tead'ancfstud- 'enotign
culable, not only to the agricurcn--#. Nutying
all
the
ideal
FOV/,best, to warrant him in buying all
munity as a class, but to the whole popuied with profit. A recent one treats of
Pouitry keepers compile “many
is used upon his tabic and paying, as he
lation as a nation.”
hniut, especially of the smut of wheat
must, a commission to the middle man men (and women) of many minds” on
Undoubtedlyone of the chief reasons
aud oats, and of the means which should
HS
and retail dealer. This is what has this subject, but in discussing“poultry for the tardiness in the development oi
-be taken in preparing the seed as to
been the matter with the southern points’ a sensible writer avqvs that the a complete system of country roads in
avoid injury to the crop. Another,
farmer. He has been making a cotton ideal fowl is a very practicalsort of a the United States is to be found in the
which treats of the cultivation of tobacunexampled rapidity of growth and imcrop and some one else has been making bird. One that is plump, fine flavored
co, should be in the hands of every tomense extent of our railroadsystem,
and quicn
quick of growth-that —is what
anyhis flour and meat. Then he sold his anu
--------*
aud the facilities it has afforded for inbacco grower In the country. It is esproducts at wholesale prices and bought ()W wants in a broiler. A good roaster
tercommunication
over vast areas and
pecially valuable in treating of the
with heavy breasts, tender flesh. As between widely separatedjiortionsof tiie
everything at retail.
E\ anb.
methods of curing the crop. Another,
layers,
we want
will begin to country,
country. uy
By furnishing
layers, wu
« am; hens
uwmo that
v**- .........
lunuaumj,the
ww means for
upon beet-sugar,treats of every process
Hint i to Farmer#.
lav when six months old; that will lay reguiarand speedy communicationover
of growing the crop and of manufactur_______ two
_____
Aflph in
in weight,
wekrht with
with \nrur
long distances,
diKHinees. the necessity for other
HANDLING COLT 6 and heifers.
eggs
ounces each
ing. Farmers who care to study thebtf
To do this properly requires judg- ,-ich yellow yolks. Every hen should and more primitive methods has been
.mutters should write to the department
rendered less urgent and imperative. In
ment and skin,
skill. ah
An auuiwin.v
authorityon train* jay
lay at least 1W
100 eggs anu
and rwi
rear a
a brood
some portions of the country— especially
for the bulletins.
ing young animals say that colts can be of'chicktj the first year and a half of her
in the west— the railroadhas even preClover lor Hog#,
kept gentle without
without making pets of life. Tills is not wanting
wanting too
too much;
much; ceded the common roads; and yet the
Clover should be the principal reli- them, so that when actual labor is re- but there are many fowls kept on the importanceof the latter as feeders to
ance lor the hog pasturage,but if there quired of them they can lie made to farm that fail to come up to what con- the former in airricultural or commeris not sufficientof this a field should be perform it without trouble and with stitutes good, practical stock. It is cial sections is so apparent that no intelgown with oats, rye or barley to supple perfect safety. Colts, like children, are poor policy to retain poultry which ligent railroad man can fail to recognize
meat it. Sorghum and pumpkins spoiledby too much petting. They be- docs nut return an equivalent for its it or refuse to encourage the development of the common roads without dis- Give me a call if in need of such service. We will give you firstshould always lie grown to help come mischievous, tricky, and even feed.
class service at reasonable prices.
regarding his own interest. In this way
out the feeding later in the season, so dangerous, aim
and are always a nuisance
SETTING
A HEM.
stri
i-w *
the railroads, when in the hands of in- Thankful for past patronage, we respectfullysolicit future favors,
that the hogs may be ready for market The same appliesto heifers, only they I Fanny pp-id. poultry expert and au- telligent and enterprising managers, can
g#' CHAIRS RENTED FOR FUNERALS AND PARTIES.^#
without so much corn as we have been donot so easily learn vicious habits. | thorityi furnishes these nfles: “Firstly, be counted on as the most efficient aids
.i.^..i,iiu>
ViamllMil
nnlv
so
much
_______
wants
tn
M*t.
before
in the habit of using In the past. The These should
in
securing
permanent
and
well
conbe handled only so much bo sure your hen wants to set before
best profit in hog feeding results when as to facilitate the breaking in after you give her the job. Secondly, give structed public roads.
Another cause of slow development lias
the desired weight can be made with calving. The treatmentof all young her a nice box lined with straw to set
been the lack of uniformityin the road
the least corn. This method pf feeding animals should lie gentle, firm and ju- in. Thirdly, in cold weather warm the
HOLLAND, MICH.
HQLLA
laws of differentstates,and the conse- NINTH
is practicablenow. because the market dicious. aud this uniformly.Too much eggs until they don't feel cold on the
quent incongruity in systems of condoes not call for such heavy weights as petting and too much abuse arc the ex- back of the neck before you put them
struction and maintenance, not only in
formerly. “Light bacon” is now the tremes to lie avoided.
under her. Fourthly, poison, pulver- different states, but in different sections
grade that brings the top prices.
POINTS FOR SHEPHERDS.
ize, extinguish, consume and everlast- of the same state. With our vast area
At a Wisconsin farmers’ institute, ingly annihilate the lice. Fifthly, see and sparse population in some sections
Tin* Million ouullly.
— DEALER IN
this w*ould be impossible.The road laws
In endeavoring to improve the mut- whereat sheep husbandry was discussed that she is well protected from the
of France, which are pointed to as models
ton qualityof sheep we are sometimes some good points were brought out by other fowls. Sixthly, after the first
of practicalefficiency,have been made
in danger of lesseningthe value of the practical flock-masters. For example, two days feed and water her at a cerfor a jieople who have constitutedan orfleece so much that in the end we are no it was asserted that a farmer who lias tain fixed time every day. Seventhly, ganized nation for centuriesand form
VARNISHES,
greater gainer. Our foundation stocks been a sheep.grower for any length of follow all the foregoing rules carefully compact communities occupying an area
SOAPS, PERFUMERIES, TOILET ARTICLES.
4
are largely of Merino and Merino grades time has invariably proved a success and thoroughly.” D. D. T. Moore.
but little greaterthan the New England
states,
New
York,
Pennsylvania
and
and there are some breeds that will not financially.Mutton should be the first
For the convenience of my many pa- Ohio, and considerably less than the
blend with these and retain a fleece of consideration: wool the bccond. The
trons of the west end of the city, 1 have whole of Texas, while the United States
good quality. Professor Shaw of the market is asking for n better class of establishedan agency at Hendersons
( •o„ii>ouniUinjof Horn and CattU Mediant* « SinchdUj.
exceeds the whole of Europe in extent.
Ontario Agriculturalcollege has exper- mutton, and is willing to pay a good clothing store. G. J. A. 1 essink, pro It is apparent that the laws of the forimented largely along this line, and. price for it. Upon the ordinary farm prletor Holland City Laundry.
invite all those wishing articles in my line to call before purchasmer could lie made applicable to the lab
The finest lot of hats ill the city can ter only to a limited extent and in the
keeping the value of the fleece in view, 4 cents a fsiund will pay the cost of
ing as I feel assured I can make it to their interest to purchase
lie found at Busman Brothers just now.
lie thinks no other breed can lie used so growing, and all more that that is
older and more compactly settled states.
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Excellent Horses and Carriages and Hearse.
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MEDICINES, PAINTS.

OILS.

BRUSHES.

ETC.

Prescriptions Carefully Compounded.

A.

The “Garden City” and the „King

DE KRUIF,

Zeeland, Mich.

of me.
By “permanentroad” is meant a road
hats are considered the latest and are
ties a# the Shropshire Downs. In blend- are both good, but the highest profit all the go. Either black or brown can regularly surveyed and artificiallyconstructed of prepared materialin according with the Merinos he finds that the goes to the credit of the Southdown. be had and every hat warranted.
ance with some established system,with
The finest imperial and cabinet a view to durabUityaud regular mainbony frame work of the latter is covered Good mutton is made by good feed.
with plump and juicy meat: that the Ensilage is one of the best of foods, bet- photos at popular prioei. Childrens, tenance. Of such roads, as already
photos a special ity. Life size portraits hinted, there are few in thin country.
body is widened and made deeper and ter than dry feed; but a mixed ration is
% ]'
In oil, crayon and water w ore at Hop- The licet specimens are to bo found in CAKI'KTS.
Although our spring trade
thicker*, that the narrowness of chest preferable for sheep as for all other kins’ Eighth Street Studio, Holland,
Suites,
the vicinity of the larger eaatera cities,
development, which is against a robust stock. Sheep do not need a warm staCurtains, has been immense, we have dexj
especially New York. Those in Lhbcx
Bedroom
Remember that the best kind of coal and Union counties,N. J.» about tin
constitution,is removed and that it ble, but a dry one, and must be protermined to make this the bigfor domestic use is the Canine 1 coal now city of Elizabeth , Montclair , the Oran^ee, Sideboards,
Suites,
does away with the wrinkles aud folds tected from storms.
for sale at Austin HarrirJgten,Produce etc., and in southwestern Connecticut
gest of all our big week’s busiWOOL GROWING AND CLIMATE.
I of the skin and undue throatiness. It
have been mentioned with high comWardrobes,
Merchant,River street,'Holland.
Dining Chairs.
Discussingthis subject a recent writer
also imparts a vigorousdigestion, withmendation. They are generally conness. Call and see the cheapDo you want a fine lap robe or duster structed on the telford or macadam
observes
that
wool
is
emphatically
a
out which profitable feeding and early
Extension
this season? Remember that a largeest line of House-furnishing Kitchen
maturity are impossible; and that it product of northern climates,as cotton stock is kept at H. 'V ail pell's harness system. The cost of roads of this churT ABELS,
Chairs.
tu-ter in New Jersey is estimated at
does all this without lesseningthe value is of the tropics. There is especial shop, Eight St.. Holla
(loods you have ever had the
ninety cents to a dollar per square yard,
Center
of the fleece is, Professor Shaw thinks, adaptation of product to the need of
Kockeks. Etc.
All kinds of metal wbrk done at the or for a paved roadway sixteen feet wMe
good fortune to behold.
Tables.
f&OOO
to
110,000
per
mile.
Some
of
this
sufficient evidence of the wisdom of the fieople inhabiting these respective best rates at the Central Dental Parroad has lieen in use fifteen to twenty
regions in this provision of nature for
such a combination.
years. 'Hie cost of maintenanceluia
the products respectively produced by
Stave bolt* wanted at ty*old Fixter been about $250 per mile per annum.—
A Itiiiny Day*
HOLLAS 1>. Mini
of Nptier A: Ver Chicago Inter Ocean.
factory, Enquire
bnou
El*
sTUKET
acb. It is impossible to grow cotton
cotton factory.
We ran aero** a man one stormy day oach.
st., Holli
in northern localities,because the H.*a- Schure. Eighth
recently who said he wa# glad it was
profitably to improve the mutton quali-
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government boat come

9.5i

to

take mo back to Plattsburgbarracks."
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P.N.
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of Lake
a long sandy beach. In-

tli« northeastern shore

,

were several small sandpipersthat daint- tho stem. When tho lieutenantgot on
tiptoed over the sand and a tall blue board ho pulled down the one from the

TRAINS ARUIVB AT UOLL\ND.
A.N.

clothes.

A small skiff put out from tho launch
Champlain is
land from this stretchesthe dreary ex- to bring him on board4 He threw a few
shore birds into tho skiff, stepped in
(mnse of a tamarack swamp. One afhimselfand was rowed away.
ternoon early in October the only living
Tho governmentboot flew two flags—
things plainly in sight along this beach
a large ono at the bow and a smaller at

ISO
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from his

••Here’s tho

On

Produce Merchant,Hlvor St., Holland.
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Thu soldiergot up and shook tho sand

(•taction. For sale at A. Harrington,

•lint.m.
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THE FLAG OF PIERRE

of liuitcrlorquality and will tflvc eat*

is

WEST MICHIGAN RY.

&

1*5)

heron wading in shallow water. Dut

Plover Pierre did not know the counwas st- r f the general
direction in which 8t. Albans lay. As
he galloped along, Pierre grew excited
and was filledwith joyous enthusiasm.
Tho small figure on tho gaunt gray horse
was perhaps a travesty on his vision of
the cavalry officerdaahing at tho head
of his trooiw, but tho boy was satisfied.
His mission was a resjionsiblo one, and
he was working for the cause in which
ho burned to distinguishhimself.
Ho had pushed tho flag under his
jacket Now ho took it out, and tied it
about him like an officer's sash. The
people at tho few farmhousesalong the
road stared at this apparition. After ho
had traveledwhat seemed to him a long
distance, ho got into a country where
there were no farmhouses.The land
was hilly, rough and used for pasturage
try well, but ho

stern, and getting into the skiff again
when ono looked closely, as did Plover was rowed back to the shore. Pierre
Pierre, ono noticed a bunch of bushes was still standing on tho sand.
Fmiii TrnverM* F||y
*129 II 45
Tho officergravely handed tho colors
stuck into tho sand so as to form what
From HU IUpld»... 1135*11.55
huntersterm a •‘blind.” Tho blue heron, to tho boy. “Undo Sam presents these
•Hally. Other tmlnuUllyUOtpt SundAjr.
A UNION
ARTICLE. keeping a war}’ eye on tho misplaced to a valued citizen. Never forget that
9.55 inn* 120 tnln for AlleitAiiconneeUfor Toyou ore a Yankee.”
ledo.
The “West MleMgan" is us Hue a hushes, may have thought it thus called Pierre, being such a new citizen, did
Connection* In Union Depot «t Onind Rapid*
because only sightless creatureswould
with the Detmlt. Uinlmt a Northern It.
nickel cigar us there is in the mar- tliink a place so suspiciouslooking de- not quite understandthe reference to
Waxner FalnceSleeplnf Car* on nlxht train*
-OFUnde Sam. But his heart gave a throb alone.
void of harm.
to ami from Chlcaxoket. Try them.
Pierre had no watch, but ho thought
Waxner I'alaix'lluflet Car* on day train* to
As Plover Pierre scanned tho beach of pride, and ho reverentlytook tho coland from Cblraxo; 9:55 a. m. train from Holit must be nearly 0 o’clock. This could
he discovered a man lying behind the ored silk into his grimy hands.
land ha« freerhalrcar to Chicago.
As he hopped back through tho swamp not bo the main road to St. Albans. He
bushes of the blind. This man was a
Ticket*to all (•oint)- in the United state* and
Canada.
stalwart, bronzed fellow, perhaps thirty road leading to tho fields beyond, he climbed high hills and looked about, but
KiveuSt., Holland. Kicu.
years old: he had on the blue uniform thought: “Now i am really a Yankee. he could see no village spires. While
DETROIT, LANSING & NORTHERN.
of the United States army and wore long Tho tall man would not give mo the flag watching from one of these lulls he saw
HUDSON VI LLK, MICH.,
A.N. P.N. P.N.
Prices the Lowest!
far to tho westwarda body of horsemen
leather boots, and as he lay stretchedon if he had any doubt about it.”
Leave Grand Rapid* .......... 6.25 •l.ou 5.40
When ho reached tho log house it was canteringalong a smooth road.
ArriveatGrandlanlxe ........... S.oo 230 7.15
Satisfaction Guaanteed!
his side a shotgun rested in tho hollow
Arrive at Lamdng ......... ...... 8.2S 2 55 T.firt
Terms to Suit Purchasers! Arrive at Howell ................. 9.1* 2.55 19.011 Specialistin Delicate Operations of his arm. Just now the lieutenant was growing dusk. The fat twins, his half Pierre’s heart sank within him. These
Arrive at Detroit ................I0..Y) Mo
to
yawning. The scene was a stupidly sisters,were rolling over the floor, and were tho raiders, and he was too late.
OLD PIANOS OR ORGANS TAKEN
A.N. P.M.
peaceful one: all things were quiet and Mine. Bourdo busied herself in getting His opportunity had come, and he hail
-INLeave G rand Hapld* ............ 7.05 4.15
IN EXCAANGE.
sleepy— too much so to please tho young supper. Tho stout Canadian woman failed! Discouraged and limp in body,
Arrive ut Howard City ..........5.4o
: Surgery. officer. He longed for a flock of plover still showed some traces of her comely ho rode sadly down to the highway
Arrive at Ldmore ............... 9.25 625
MUSICAL GOODS OF ALL KINDS. Arrive at Alma ................. 10.17 7.10
girlhood. Jean Bourdo’s heavy figure where he had seen the horsemen, and
lo flutter by and relieve tho monotony.
Arrive at st. Loul* ..............10.25 7.:t:
lounged by the stove, a grievousobstacle followedit back toward his home.
RIDGLING8 CASTRATED.
••If something doesn’t turn up pretty
ALL THE BEST MAKES OF
Arrive at Saginaw ...............11.45 p.uu
As tho raiders dashed through the
soon,” he thought, ••I'llstalk my friend, both to his wife and the tumbling twins.
0.25 u. m. train run* throuxh to Detroit with
"Jean Bourdo,” said Pierre, “would outskirts of St. Albans tho people stared
TKRMS
REASONABLE.
the blue heron— though I believe tho old
parlor car *eaD 15 cent*.
in astonishmentat the cavalcade of
fellow keeps an eye on me, for all his you not like to be a soldier!"
1.00 p. m.,and 5.40 p. m. run throuxh to Detroit
KEPT IN STOCK.
“A good question! And if 1 went to wild looking men carrying carbines,
with parlor ear neat* 25 cent*.
marching along in such an unconscious
and dignified manner. He's tho only tho war, who would earn bread for you and with pistolsstuck in their belts.
GKO. DE HAVEN.
Gen. Paasenger Agent. Grand Itapld*. Mich.
Jean Bonrdo, dressedas an Indian chief,
bird bigger than my thumb that I’ve to eat?"
“Jules says that if my father’s money all his dull wits sharpenedby exciteseen for an hour. Why, so far as sport
goes, I might better be at the barracks had been well managed it would support ment, led them on.
.

From ChlcAKo ..... 5.0i» ill 9.25
I*, m.
•i
2.15 4.9 <11.55
From Nunluqcun.. .9.45
From A lief an ...... 9.50
0.00 K.ni.
From l.mlimMon ...
nuo 1145
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Steam Dye Works
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of

Grand Rapids.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

A SPECIALTY

Purchase where you can do tin* best
and get the best article for the least
money. That is just what we are doing. If you want a Wagon, light or
heavy, see our stock. We are manufacturing them daily and will be pleased

examine our goods.
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to

Lot or Farm, call on or address us,

it

not so?"

is." The soldier laughed,
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;

can sell you a
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payment

new house
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for
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ance of purchase price at $8 per
month.

IRIS
Lots for sale at $25

Prices.

‘And

easy terms.
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down and

balance at $25 per year with

C. BLOM, SR., Prop'r.

BOTTLED BEER
At the following prices:

per
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ABOUT

CLOCKS

TALK

—AND—

COURSE

WATCHES.

Pints,

“

“

:

.50

EXPORT
Quarts, per doz. $1.00
Free delivery inside city

Fir»t door north of Rosebud Sample

Room*, River Street, Holland. Mich.

remembered that Jules said
much of their
own affairs.A dusky red crept into his
Farms in Dakota, Kansas and swarthy face. “But it tires you to hear
all this. Do you come from the barMichigan, all on easy terms and racks across the lake, where they teach

low prices.

NEWSPAPER AGENCY.

C.

MONEY TO LOAN!

ing a distant flock of plover.

The OttHM'iiCount) Duildinx and Loin A**ocin- Pierre’sface brightened as he continued: “AlthoughI can’t walk well, 1
tlon, hn*
ride better than most boys. I might bo

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND UP-

WARDS
o'clock[>. in., ut ojliee
Hunter* Dlock.

Imlf pa*t elxbt
In

WANTED.

selling at almost cost.

ONLY REAL ESTATE SECURITY WILL
BE ACCEPTED.
Office open

&T

STAVE BOLTS!

you have a watch or clock
that needs repairing we will do We want all the good stave holts
that you can bring us, delivered
it for you satisfactorily.
at the old Fixter factory. Kim
bolts preferred. Inquire of

Breyman £ Son N0TIER

Cor. Eighth and Market.

new soldiers?"
His new acquaintance smiled assent.
“Jules says it is a shame for United
States people to fight each other, but 1
like wars. I should go if it were not for

DE KEYZER.

to lomi to tueinher* ever)' alternateKafurduy, ut

If

lie

As Pierre said •'thut,"he looked at
something which should have matched
On all Periodicals.Leave your orders the sturdy leg curled up beneath him,
for any publicationin the United States but was only a piece of wood fastened
to a very short stump of leg. Besides
or Canada, at the Post-office, Holland
the wooden leg, Pierre carriedtwo yellow crutches Perhaps it was these
slender substitutesfor legs which gave
him the name of Plover Pierre. The
soldier’seyes searched the bosom of the
lake as though much interested in watch-

RINGS, DIAMONDS
stock of Silverware we are

when

REDUCED RATES

A FULL LINK OF

AND OTHER JEWELRY.

•Well, not quite that, monseigneur.
teaches mo and knows many stories. You see ho is old. He was my
father’s clerk, and ho has white hair
standing up all over his head. My
father,” said Pierre proudly, “was a notary and knew all things. Jules says
my father was quite old when ho married the mother. Then ho died aud she
married Jean Bourdo. He is strong and
can work on the farm, but he likes better to be idle.” The boy was rattling
people should not talk too

limits.

THE CITY.
a very small profit.

imagine you’re great playfel-

that,”

Single Bottles not Sold

BECAUSE WE SHOW THE

LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTMENT

1

Ho

on,

HOLLAND. MICH.

Quarts, per doz. $1.00

Vermont."

lows,” suggested the lieutenant.

I

Klxht Street, Opp. Notier A VerSchure,

Otto

should

Is it

'

••Oh, no; Jules is my friend, and ho
you want to buy, sell or rent a House, lives quite near us. He too has moved

&c.

PAUL A. STEKETEE

Our

States.

we

ale, and here’s a cigar."

$450. Other lots from

place head-

Goods
at Low

sell at

now

got up, and made room for Pierre.
“Come, what’ll you have? Here’s some

cent interest.

And

-----

line be-

Plover Pierre shook his head. “Jules
says liquor is only good to put out a
cigar. 1 want neither."
“Why, this Jules must be a i>erfect

EXCHANGE.
POST,

.

e have moved, and

belong to the United

"Of course

Real Estate

this bargain.

quarters for the

IN

tf.

be friends.

to take advantage of

RIVER STREET

WE

:

\\

stoic."

Crockery,

Finest

—

Since we are both Yankees,

J. C.

will find

—

____
r—

tween Canada and Vermont You see, 1
am a Yankee by a whole mile.”
“So you are.” repliedthe other, “and
in your case no one can say a mile's not
better than a miss. You wouldn’t like
to miss being a Yankee, would you?"
“No, indeed, monseigneur. 1 am proud
to be a Yankee. The French and the
Yankees were always friends, and it is

very easy

Glassware,

You

am 1.

we live one mile south of the

stock of

Porcelain,

he was willing to be der. Pierre did not like to urge it too
alone, for he had plenty to think about. much, and so had to be satisfiedwith a
He pulled himself up the ladder as nim- slow trot. The night would now have
night, moreover,

manufactureSpring or De- was addressed as monseigneur. Tho
boy decidedto use this title in the present
Wagons when desired.
bly as could most boys who had two been quite dark had not a crescent moon
instance.
In connection with the above we are
legs. After admiring tho bright flag he shed an uncertain light on the brown
“Monseigneur, are you a Yankee?"
carefully laid it away among his few fields and lingeredabout the bright silk
doing general Blacksmithing.HorseThe soldiernodded, and Pierre rebelongingsand soon was in bed.
wMcb-huug-fri'inthfl,.shoulderof a
shoeing. Jobbing and Repairing in sumed:
also

we solicit a share of your patronage.

HORSESHOER and FARRIER

law

court at Quebec, where the high official

They rode into the midst of the town.
villagers, unconscious of danger,
did not molest them. Bonrdo pointed
out the different banks: these had closed
for the day to the public, but the bookkeeperswere still at W ir desks. The
raiders overpoweredtnem. broke open
tho safes and took what money they
could hastily gather.
In half an hour they were galloping
away, firing their pistols as they went.
One citizen who appeared at his doorstep was shot and killed. But most of
the bullets were fired high in the uir.
They soon passed the last house, and
rapidly moved northward over the same
road which Pierre had taken ou his return home.
Jules' old horse was growing more

The

livery

Special attention also given to

WestveM

Jean turned angrily. “Jules is crazy!
queer bird.”
And as for your father, Pierre Beaudrie,
He had seen Plover Pierre. Pierre he did so much burrowing into old books
emerged from tho shadow of the ever
tliat he had no time to plow the land or
greens and stood upon the sand. Tb*
collect fees from the clients.”
boy did not see many strangers, so he
The woman stopped him. “Tho nomoved along tho beach to investigate
tary made a good husband, though he
this one. As he passed by tho little
was old enough to be my father. In his
sandpipers tipuped as if making low
time 1 lived like a lady."
courtesies to a friend, and the blue heron
Pierre had hidden the flag under his
looked at him with less haughtinessthan
jacket, and now he climbed the ladder
it usually assumed. Perhaps the bird
to the loft and put the silk beneath his
believed that Pierre came to destroy tho
pillow. He returned to the lower room,
absurd structure called a blind.
tho family had supper and Jean, lightBut for once the heron was mistaken.
ing his pipe, said:
Pierre did not disturb the blind, but
“Pierre, go you to bed. 1 have comcrawled behind it to chat with the solpany tonight, and tomorrow you must
dier. At first tho boy was half afraid of
be up early to help the thrashers.”
this long fellow in blue clothes and brass
Plover Pierre kept nearly as earbbuttons,though his face was kind and_
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a horse soldier, and so fight just us hard
for my country as can other jieople.
Will you drill mo to be a soldier?"
The man in blue shifted bis eyes from
the imaginary flock of plover aud looked
at Pierre. "Why, you’re too young.
You can’t be more than ten years old.”
“Not so; 1 am twelve and know well

how to shoot.”
The officer seemed to be pondering
Pierre’s soldierly advantages.He muttered to himself,"1 wish those fellows
I’m drilling had this boy’s spirit."

But now the quiet bay was stirred into
new life. A steam launch rounded one
of tho points and puffed toward the
young officer'sblind. The blue heron
gave a cry of surprise, and then, recovering its dignity, swept away with
graceful curves of its majestic wings.

\

vtsTourm •war aiirr sHffiSfs niieErEis small boy perched on a tall, gray horse.
Dark patches of woodland bordered
to be an awe inspiring monseigneur: the road, and when Pierre was passing
now he was merely a good comrade, and one of these, which he thought not far
they were fighting for tho same beloved from home, he heard a clatteringof
country. Pierre himself, bestride a gal- hoofs behind him. He did not expect
lant white charger aud holding aloft the the raiders to return so soon, but he
emblematic flag, led ranks of horsemen thought it must be they. The boy
to victory.
feared to let Bourdo see him.
The restless boy, tossed by such fanA wood road led into the bushes, and
cies, must have lain awake for a long
Pierre, riding into this dark recess,
time, when ho was recalled,to himself
halted some twenty yards from the road
by hearing a door open and some one
to let the horsemen pass. His horse was
enter the room below. Again and again
hidden by shadows: but tho little moon
visitorsarrived, until there must have
slid down between the evergreensand lit
been ten men assembledin the lonely
up the gay colors of the flag.
cabin.
The raiders were riding recklessly,
So many visitors were unusual, and
singingand shouting. They were liilariPierre, at first without meaning to turn
ous with success. Two young fellows
eavesdropper,heard enough of their talk
brought up the rear of the galloping
to rouse his suspicious. Getting quietly
column.
A startled owl flapped over
out of bed he put his eye to a crack in
their heads, and one aimed his carbine,
the floor aud listened.
at the slowly moving bird!'*
The men had arranged their business
“Jim, if we’d no orders not to fire I’d
and were about to leave. When they
bring down that fellow.”
had all risen, one of them spoke to Jean
“If 1 wanted to shoot,” returned Jim.
Bourdo:
“Remember, Bourdo, how it is set- “I’d take orders from no man. Hello!
tled. We are to meet here tomorrow look into this path. Don't that look like
afternoonat 5— twenty men, armed and the thing they call a flag up here?” He
ou good horses. You, in what disguise stopped his horse, raised a rifle and

excited brain. The friendly officer ceased

you please, are to ride with us, guide us
lo St. Albans by the shortest road and
point out the ullage banks. We will do
the rest. For doing this you are to receive $100. If there seems danger of
your being implicated,you can cross the
line into Canada, and we will make
good all your losses."

fired.

The two resumed their gallop and
caught up with the main body. Tho

captain looked back angrily, but did not
stop to remonstrate.Already the sharp
ear of Jean Bourdo had caught the
sound of pursuing horses. They were
only two miles from the Canada line
Bourdo was satisfied and the men when a troop of horsemenappeared on
the brow of a hill a short distance bewent out.
Plover Pierre, listening overhead, hind them.
The robbers put spur to their horses:
trembled with excitement.He felt sure
this was a plot againsthis new Yankee the better animals responded, but some
land— a plot which might compel him to could not, and their riders were overreturn to Canada. He comprehended taken, made prisoners aud part of the
that there was trouble ahead for St. money recovered. The better mounted
Albans, aud that tho people must be men escaped into Canada. They, too,
warned. Indeed, he had heard the con- were finally capturedand most of tho
spiring of those desperateand irrespon- booty returned to the banks.
Jean Bourdo left the raiders before
sible men, who in 1804, under no authority from Richmond or any government, they were overtaken, and no one suspected Ills connection with the “St. Alplanned to sweep down from Canada,
bans raid.”
surprise the village of St. Albans. Vt..
The next morning Jules was surprised
and rob its banks.
to find his gray horse, more lame than
Thu boy crept noiselessly back to bed. usual, waiting at the stable door. The
but it was long before he slept. When old clerk went to the Bourdo bouse to
ho did, tho flag, the officer,the conspir- ask Pierre if he knew anything about it.
ators and the fated banns pushed their The boy was missing. Jules thought
benign aud hateful influences into liis his absence and the travel worn condition of the horse were in some way condreams.
nected. He returned to his stable, and
All the next morning Pierre was busy
with patient care followedback the
helpingthe thrashers. Jean would have track of the shoeless hoofs.
kept him at work during the afternoon
Slowly he traced the horse’s iiath till
as well, but at 4 o'clock tho boy con- he was led to the swamp beside the road.
trived to escape from tho barn. Slip- Here he found flag and boy, equally
ping away to the house ho got his flag cold, and l>oth piercedby a rifle ballet.
In the evening a friend strolledinto
from tho loft where ho had left it.
the lieutenant'squarters at the recruitHe tried to think of some way of warning station. “Here's news,” he aning St. Albans before the men who were
nounced. “Roughs from Canada have
to leave at 5 could reach there. Lame robbed the St. Albans banks. One vilas he was, it was impossibleto walk the lager was killed, aud this morning a boy
fifteen miles in time. Bourdo, he knew, cripple, wrapped in a flag and shot
would Like the young brown mare, their through the heart, was found near tho
only horse. Even now he was grooming road by which tho raiders returned to
Canada.”
Imr in tho stable. Pierre was almost in
“A crippled boy with a flag!” cried
despair, when be remembered that old
tho officer. Ho threw away Ids cigar,
Jules, their neighbor, had a horse. To
and the next day he was moody aud took
be sure it was old and somewhat stiff, little interest in the drilling.
but it was better than nothing. He
Tho evergreen bushes stuck into the
would at once go to Jules and ask for eand of tuo bav near the tamarack
the horse. But moments were precious, swamp dried and wilted, the plover utand there was no time for explanations. tered mournful cries, as they circled
Ho knew where the animal was jras- over tho deserted beach, and the blue
heron, wading along with drooping
tured and must take it without asking.
wings, found the oldtime relish for Irogs
Boon he had caught the old gray, slipped was gone.
a bridle over its head, aud scorning a
Plover Pierre had left them.— Francis
caddie was bestride his steed.
S. Palmer in Harper’s Weeklj.

SCHOOL BOARD PROCEEDINGS.
Becker and the information he gave us
Holland, Mich.,
1802.
for the lubricationof the party machine was oorroberated by Elias Becker and
Tho Board mot in special wo-sion
Frank Walsh. As far as the matter of
and
the
promotion
of
the
political
and
»OLL\Xl>, MU'll. , FltH>AY,.lt NK3, 1W.
city printing is concerned we were not called by the committee on teacher*.
privatefortunesof tho politician.
aware that the marshal had exprevcd Meeting called to order by it* presiThe lotterywheel in Louisiana will
For this reason, an well as Vcauso it an opinion and if wo had known that dent. Members present:Messrs. Uoueh,
stop turning December 31. The entire is never possible to make an essentially he did, it would not have influenced us. Mokma, DeRoo, Hummer and Yer
The article continues, “I called upon Schure. Absent members: Messrs. Harcountry i* to Ik* congratulated
unjust system equitable, there is no
the ediUr this morning and he inform- rington and Boyd.
such thing in the world and never will ed mo that tiie law-abiding ox-mayor Minutes of the previous meeting read
That cheer which went up at Ann
be as a * well adjusted” tariff for pro- R. Kanters requested him to publish and approved.
Arbor when Maj. McKinley referred to
tection. Every tariff for protection the same.” Again we beg to differ with Communicationof Mr. C. M. McLean
Grover Cleveland shows where the
the marshal We acknowledge that accepting tho position of superintendnecessarilyfavors some persons to the
the marshal ••ailed on us. but ex-mayor ent of our Behoofs was read, and on moheart is. It must be a very good reainjury of others. Every such tariff li- R. Kanters did not request us to pub- Hon same was accepted and placed on
son indeed that sets to one side the heart
cense s some powerful pet industries to lish any article, nor did wo inform the
choice of the party.
Committeo on teachers presented
prey upon others. Every such tariff marshal that Mr. Kanters had requested us to publish the article. Mr. R. report in writing recommending
The IndianajKilis Sentinel:“The create? monopolies and enriches a few Kanlcrs ha* nothing to do with tin fust Miss Eloise Marcy, special music teacher
real genuine, simon pure people’s party favored classesout of tho earnings of whntcrcr. When the marshal called on one day each week, at u salary of llfil)
convention will be held at Chicago, other classes. Those industrieswhich us he seemed to think that (to use his l>cr annum. Mrs. S. .1. Higgins as prinJune 21. when tho Democraticparty, are really weak and in their infancy own words) “we had it in for him.” Wo cipal of grammar school at a salary of
wish to say that we have nothing against 94ir» per annum. Miss Abby L. Ross
the party of the people, will meet to are the last to receive the favors of
the city marshal excepting that we do assistant in High school at a salary of
nominate Cleveland for president. Cor- Congress, because they have nothing to not think that he does his duty. The WOO per annum. These salaries are the
rect.
offer the politicians in exchange. The sidewalks are not attended to the way s ime as paid last year.
they should be and cases of drunkenOn motion resolved,that tho reinirt
tariffas a whole is a product of dickerThe Hoods in the south and west have
ness and disorderlyconduct are becom- of the committeeon teachers be accepting. bargaining and log-rolling, and in
ing altogether too common. Only last ed and adopted.— Carried.
simply been appallingthis year and the
some of its details there is too mhch Saturday evening a disgracefuldrunken On motion resolved, that the bills
people of Michigan are to be congratureason to think it is a product of bri- brawl took place on North River street presented for payment be referred to
lated uj>on being spared such calamiand a couple large window lights in tho the committeeon claims and accounts.
bery and corruption.
ties as have visitedother sections of
front of one of our business places were —Carried.
Some facts which have leaked out smashed. No officer was there to dis- Chairman of committee on buildings
the country in the loi-s of property and
and become notorious regardingthe turb the revelry and the fight was kept and grounds stated that the committee
life.
McKinley act well illustrate the meth- up for about twenty minutes. A few had somewhat discussedthe purchasing
Hon. .lames H. Manning, one of the ods which prevail in the construction days ago we noticed a couple drunks on of the KepjH*! property on eonii-r uf
the street in the evening about seven Tenth and Fish streets,but were not
Hill delegates from New York, in a re- of protective tariffs.One of these is
o'clock and one had gatheredsuch a ready to make any report, whereupon
cent letter says there have been changes that tho wool schedule was not pre- crowd around him that ladies in order the matter was discussed and thought
since the February convention: that pared by McKinley or any other mem- to pass were obliged to go into the advisable to furnish tho northeastern
the great popular feeling in favor of borofthe ways and means committee street. Last Monday wo noticed a basementroom for school purposes and
drunken person on the street, in fact it was referredto committeeon buildings
Mr. Cleveland is not without its effect or of Congress, but by a sort of joint
and grouncs.
is almost a daily occurrence.
on this state, and if the state conven- committee of outsiders,representing
InspectorsHummer and I Hj Roo reSuch nuisances can be checked to a
tion were to be held today the result the wool growers of Ohio and an associ- great extent— that they can be done ported having visited the schoolsand
reached by tho February convention ation of manufacturers.The schedule away with entirely we will not say. found them in satisfactory condition.
Strangers coming in cannot have a very
On motion the Board adjourned.
would not find indorsement,” Mr. is just what these people chose to make good opinion of our city when they see
C. VERSCHURE, Sec.
Manning’s letter closes as follows: “Mr. it, and it is full of the most outrageous such disturbanceson our streets. And
Clevelandhas many friends in this jobs. This combination of wool grow- would it not lx* a good plan to furnish the
Children Cry for
marshal with a uniform? People have
state, and if nominated at Chicago he ers and manufacturers were given some
respect for a suit of clothes— when it Pitcher’s
will, in my judgment,carry the Em- sheets of white paj>er, and what they
happens to ba an officer'suniform.
pire state.
saw fit to inscribe on it Congress enacted
Fly nets are almost in time. We
LOCAL MARKETS.
After all is said and done, what has in considerationof their support of Mcare selling them at a bargain this
Kinley and the republican party.
Price* Paid to Fanner*.
the republican senate done to curtail,
spring. Come and see them at H. Vau*
PRODUCE.
Another
littlesecret has been revealobstruct, amend or improve the soUutter, per lb ...... ............................13 pell's harness shop, Eight St., Holland.
ed in consequenceof a difficultybetween Eggs, per doz .................................. 13
called -m 000.000 river and harbor bill
Mr. Niedringhaus and some of his em- Dried Apples,per lb ............................00
passed by the Democratic house? Just
ployes. That gentleman was a mem- Potatoes, per bu ..........................as to .30
this much: After magnificent promise,
Onions, perbu ............................
Mto .00
ber of the McKinley billionCongress.
and small performance, much political
Deans, perbu ..........................1.00 to 1.10
cry and very little wool, the senate Being a member he modestly refrained Deans, hand picked,perbu ............1.15 to 1.25
from appealing in person before Mr. Apples, perbu .........................l.OOto 1.25
passed the bill without roll call and
GRAIN.
McKinley’s committeeto advocate the Wheat, per bu ..................................so You SeeYour Stout Friends Grow^
without an audible voice being raised
125 per cent increase in the duty on Outs, per bu ....................................so
ing- Thinner Every Day.
against it. By way of curtailment,the
tin plate in which he was interested. Corn, per bu ....................................50
senate lopped off 950,000 from the grand
Darley. per 100 ...............................i.uu
But he was not too modest or conscientotal, and that was cut off Michigan
Buckwheat, per bu .....................
......
-ThuraruifsinY
tious to induce an associationof work- Rye, perbu .............
05
... a not iprLiior.o iuat ougnt to have been
ingmen to appear before the committee Clover Seed, per bu ...........................0.50
made.
DR. EDISON'S OBESITY PILLS
DEEP. PORK, ETC.
by offering an increase of wages to mem- Hams, smoked, per lb ....................07 to .08
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YOU WANT THIS.

llargMlnsI

May

Household goods for sale cheap for

cash.

First

EXCURSION

examine tables, chairs,
stoves and many other articles.
M HR. W. I.KET.
Two doors west of Do K raker's shoe
Call and

of the

season
to

CHICAGO.

store.

Grand
opportunity
When Baby wa*

rick, we

see

to

gave her Cautoria.

<

tho

When

rtie

wa* a Child, she cried for Castorla.

When

she

became Mite, she clung to Castorla.

When

she hail Children, she gave

sights,
of the

them Castorla.

great
City
at very

small

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

expense.
Special

VISt’IIKR.AKI M*.

v

TYIEKKMA, O.

J.. Attorney at
over the Fire Mate Dank.

U

Uw

A Notary
Public. I'oHeeihw**ittwnptlyattended to.
ut.'Tv.ey at

WORLD'S FAIR EXCURSION.
Train

Law,

Otter

will leave

Holland

T>RAUII, W. 11. CnmmH'ionMerchant, and
IJ dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid ft r a heat. Other in
Store, comer Eight-, and Fish streets.

at 7:25 A. M.,

Brick

June 7th,
arriving at

Chicago

attended to.

12:110 P. M.
Returning
Leave Chicago

about

UUUEAMIlTn M

ATE HANK, Capital 137, •
Jacob Van Puttcn Sr., President: A.
\an Patten, Vice President; C, Vet Schure,
Cashier. General Ranking llusinces.

XX

000.

about 0:30 P. >L,

pRINS, PETER,

dealer In Dry Goods, gtoHut and rap*. Hoot* and Shin-*, etc.,
Eighth Street. Opposite Sobouten'a Drug Store,

...

giving you
•»

hours

to see

the

near Tenth.

EXPOSITIONBUILDINGS

f

A. MAUDS, M. D. Office over Fire Stale
• bank. Office bourn.B to 10 a. 3 to 5 and
8 r. x. Residence,comer PUh amt Eighth

streets.
.

and grounds.

to

Round

n

trip

83.20

ONE CENT A MILE.

Lyceum Opera House

GEO.

DeHAVEN,
G. P. A.

Will Dkkyman, Manager.

Castorla.

One night only.

.

Jatudday Evening, June

tclies

4

Don’t Remain Stout

WADE-LEROYLE

T° Not)lmg"'as far as
__ ]_ proftt Lsimcertiad.. ..

"

—

A SKELETON IN THE CLOSET.

bers of the association in his employ.
The Detroit Tribune is badly grav- He secured the aid of these workingeled over the strike in the McKinley men by offering them a bribe which he
pearl button factory in that city, and afterwards refused to pay.
in defense of the thirty-fourcents a
And these are some of the ways in
day wages paid girls declaresthat this which laws for the diversification
of
is “is more than whole families of pearl American industriesare corrected.
button makers get in Austria,while in They serve to indicate the rottennessof

the whole system.

France men make pearl buttons for
forty cents a day.” The Tribune does
OUR CITY MARSHAL.
not attemp to explain how it happens
We clip the followingfrom the Holthat the pearl button makers in highly
land City News of last week:
protected Austria and France come to
“For the Holland City News.
get such very poor wages. The DeEXPLANATION.
troit ])earl button makers’ strike has
I find in the last issue of the Ottawa
disclosed a skeleton in the McKinley
County Times an inspired article relacloset.

Shoulders,smoked, per lb ........... 05 q to .00*4
Chickens, dressed, per lb ................ (It to .10
Chickens, live, per lb ................... 07 to .08
Turkey, dressed, per lb ........................ io
Turkey, live,per lb ............................ 07
Tallow, per lb ..................................04
Lard, per

lb

................................. 07*4

Deef, dressed, per

lb

I’ork, dressed, per

lb

..................... 01

lb

AND BANDS.

Will

No Dieting.
No Purging.

........................08
..............................03 to .05

It has

men

of science.

politicians,

who

They are made

by has nothing to do with our article as it
do not go about the is only venting personal spite against

business of diversifying industries in one of our citizens.
any such impartial way. They are Now let us just dissect the above armade by men who consider personal ticle. In the first place it says that the
and party interests

first and most of all. article in the Timu was an inspired arand who vote aid to one industry and ticle. We beg leave to differ with our
another because they think by so doing city marshal on this point. We are

they can replenish the party treasury alone responsiblefor it. Then the maror secure votes for themselveswhen shal in his article seems to try to make
election day comes.
it appear that the night watchman sent
give “hearings" in a for the keys. This is not so. When
committee-room, or more privately,to C. P. Becker, Elias Becker and H.VauTheir way

who wants a tax pell had their prisoner, the nightlaid on some import for the benefit of his watchman was not with them. C. P.
this one

and

is to

that one

industry and the replenishment of his Becker then went to the officeof Scott
private pocket. Whenever it is under- A; Schuurman and there found Frank
stood that they are about

to

constructa Walsh and Frank

tariff,the lobbies at the capitol

with representatives
of

a

Walsh went to the
swarm marshal's house and securedthe keys of

hundred inter- the jail. This we have from Mr. C. P.

ests— iron from pig up to the most highly finished product, cotton, woolen

Becker, who stopped us on the street
and on the morning that it happened and

silk manufactures, pottery, glass, sugar, told us the complete story, and we also
salt, lumber, coal, and so on to the

end have

of the chapter, all clamoring for tariff

from Elias Becker and Frank
Walsh. They all agreed in their stateit

taxes to help them get more for their ments.
wares than they can get in a free marThe marshal's article then says that
ket. These gentlemen do not exhibit "he will excuse the editor of the Times
their books and show from them

much tax would

suffice, and no

how

for publishing the

more have

than suffice,to enable them to exact a

it

same."

We

wish to

understood that m do not mint

examd. We

think so yet that the
paying price for their products. The marshal did not do his duty. The artipoliticians who vote the taxes do not cle continues. “Considering the source
to b<

ask to see the books. They distribute from which it came he could not very
their tariff favors not with referenceto well have done otherwise, and alsocon-

an(l
WATCHES.

Case

ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

the use of his non-electricbands, or his 180

WOOD AND COAL.

some

So,j(l 6old

been abundantly proved that

•

LAUGHS IN

180

MINUTES.
Most Acurate. Durable, and Elegantly Chased

obesity pills, or both, for which the
consumers.
Dry Deuch, per cord .......... . ..... ; ..... 2.00 agents in this country are the wellPrice to

Dry Hard Maple, per cord ...................2.25
known firm of Doring & Co., 30 WashGreen Reach per cord ................
l.Go
Hurd Coal, per ton .....................^ ..... 7.00 ington street, Chicago, opposite MarSoft Coal, per ton ............................4.00 shall, Field & Co.’s store, is the one

Prices,

-

25,

35, and 50 Cents.

Reserved Seats now on sale at Hreyman’s

FLOUR AND FEED.

safe and effective way of reducing corPrice to consumers
puleney. The Obesity Pills are made
Hay, per ton, mixed, f9, timothy ...........#10.00
from the waters of the German ImperFlour, “Sunlight,”patent, per barrel ........ 5.20
Flour •• Daisy,"straight, per barrel .......... 4.80 ial Springs, government ownership.

i

by conscientiousstatesmen,experts and uation of the article, but this part of it

“SQUABBLES!”

.05

lb

offer

RARE BARGAINS

presenttheir latest laughing hit
entitled

myself and ray duties as city
marshal. I would briefly state that the
i/O IF PROTECTIVE TARIFFS article refers to an incident which ocThe bands or pills are used separatecurred on Tuesday last, at about 3 Ground Feed, 1.15 per hundred, 22.00 per ton.
ARE MADE.
Corn Meal, unbolted,1.15 per hundred, 22.00 per ly. and make a rapid and healthfulcure.
o'clock a. m. Upon said morning Mr.
The confidingpeople of this country F. Walsh came at my house at the hour ton.
Corn Meal, bolted, 3.20 per barrel.
Or, if used together, they help each
are asked to believethat our tariff sys- named, and stated that the nightwatch Middlings,.00 per hundred, 17.00 per ton.
other in action and obtain better reDran, .80 per hundred, 15.00 per ton.
tem is elaborated by a dispassionate,desired the keys of the jail, as he wish- Linseed Meal. 1.40 tier hundred.
sults.
ed to place some oue there for safe
disinterestedand unbiased set of men,
inleago.
keeping. I did deliverthe keys as the
with the aid of learned economists and article charges— which I consider was
Chicago, May 3L
Cured His Rheumatism and Obesity.
Following were the quotations on the board
industrial experts. They are asked to perfectly proper, the night watchman
of
trade today: Wheat — May, opened
AuditoriumHotel, Chicago, April
believe that statesmen, sages and ex being an officer and one who on former 8i*4c, closed82$$c; dune, opened S^c. dosed
occasionsgot the keys from another of- 83c; July, opened S%e, closed 83c. Corn- 20. 1802. — Gditkmcn: Please send one
perts come together,take a solemn oath
ficer living near the jail, but who has May, opened Sl.tf),closed 50; June, opened 38-inchobesity band to Mrs. W. L. Carto be fair and impartial, open their ses- since ceased to be an officer.This has 40c, closed 40!4c: July, opened 47c, closed roll, 284 Chestnut street. Philadelphia.
sions with prayer, and proceed dili- been an established custom and was il%c. Oats— May, opened 31%c, closed Slhjc; C. O. D. I like your obesity band and
June, opened 31%c, closed 31J^c; July, opened pills very much. They have reduced
gently to find out what industriescan- never called in question by any one un31%c, closed 31 ^jc. Pork— May, opened my weight eighteen pounds in the last
til this time. We will excuse the edinot exist with out aid. how much aid
810.6% closed 810.70; July, opened *lu.07^,
tor of the Times for publishing the closed 810.70; September, opened and five weeks. The obesity pills have
driven away all rheumatictrouble.
they need in order to exist, how long same. Consideringthe source from
closed $10.85. Lard— May, opened $0.4%
William H. Dkexel.
they will need aid. and whether the which it came he could not very well dosed $0.40.
have
done
otherwise,
and
also
considerLive stock: Prices at the Union Stock
general wellfare will be promoted by
How to Oit tin
ing how I expressed myself regarding yards today ranged as follows:Hogs— Market
Propir Maminmaintainingthem at the public exfairly active and prices 5c higher; sales
the matter of city printing. 1 called
ment.
pense. and then constructa tariff in ac- upon the editor this morning, and he ranged at $3.9 i&LSj pigs, $4.5U@5.0Jlight,
§4.302,4.05rough packiug,$4.0'>$i.03 mixed,
Meuhuremeutfora
cordance with the results of their la- informed me that the law-abiding ex- $4.702.5.10 heavy packing and shippinglots.
band is the largest
mayor R. Kanters. publisher of De
part of the abdoborious researches.
Cattle— Market active; prices 5®ll'c higher:
men. The numbers
Hope, requested him to publish the quotations ranged at f4.302A.80 choice
1, 2, 3 on the band
The confidingpeople may rest assured same.
to extra shipping steers, $3.95^4.30good to
in d c a
e w here
that our tariffs for protection are not
B. D. Keppel. City Marshal."
measurementis to
choice do, $3.7044.10 fair to good, $3.4023.80
be
token.
made in that way. They are not made
The line of stars indicate the contin- common to medium do, $3.3023.70batchers'
tive to

Musical Comedy Co.

......................
0514

Mutton, dressed,per
Veal, per

to

RUN DOWN

THE

C. A.

STEVENSON

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

WILL YOU GIVE 0$ YOUR ATTENTION
*

JUST A

MOMENT?

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

t

steers,$2.00(23.30 Stockers, $2.50(24.0] Texas
The bands cost 82.50 each for any
steers, $3.4024.00 feeders, $1.2523.00 cows.
$2.00(23.50 bulls and $2.00(25.25 veal calves.
length up to 30 inches, but for one larSheep -Market fairly active and prices
ger than 3(5 inches add 10 cents extra
steady; quotations ranged at §5.00(26.10westxVnd
erns, $4.80(20.59natives, and $5.752B.0( for each additional inch. Thus a 40Jambs.
inch costs $3.50, and the pills may be
Produce: Rutter— Fancy separator,18219c
per lb; line creameries,17218c; dairies, bought for 81.50 a bottle, or three botfancy, fresh, 15217c; No. 1 dairies,H215c; tles for 84, enough for one treatment.
packing stock, fresh, Do. Eggs-14214J4c
per doz., loss off. Live poultry— Chickens,
12c per ib; spring, IS^-'c; roosters, 6c; ducks,
Y'ou can buy the pills and bands di10211c; turkeys, choice hens, 14c; young,
toms, 12213c; old gobblers, 10211c; geese, rect from our* stores, or by mail or ex$3.0025.00per doz. Potatoes— Burbanks, 552 press.
00 per bu; Hebrous, 50255c; Rose. 45250c;
Peerless, 45259c; common to poor mixed
lots, 35240c. Ktrawberrles-lllinols, $1,502
STORES :
2.50 per 24-qt case; Ceutrallas,$2.5023.00per
80 East Washington St.. Chicago, 111.
24-qt case.
42 West 22d St., New York City.
10 liainilton Place, Doston, Mai*.
New York.
831 Westminster 8L, Providence,R. I.
New York, May 3L
Wheat— No. 2 red winter cash, 98J<c; May,
MORTGAGE SALE.
WJic; June, 9u%c; July, 91%c; August,
Corn-No. 2 mixed cash, 64c; May, 01c; TVEFAl’LThaving been made In the condilions of a mortgage made by James Ryder
June, 63c; July, 63c. Oats— No. 2 mixed cash,
37c: June, 3t%c; July, b0J4c. Rye— Dull but and Man- A. Ryder his wife, to Julia A. Thurston, dated December twenty-fourth A. D. 1881,
steady at 82287c for car lots and boat lo&da
and recorded in the oflieeof the register of deeds
Barley— Nominal. Pork— Steady;old mess,
of Ottawa county, Michigan, on the thirteenth
$9.75210.50. Lard— Quiet; June, $6.80; Au> day of January A. D. 1882, In liber V of mortgust, $0.88.
gages oti page MO, upon which mortgagethere
Is claimed to be due at this date Four Hundred
East Uuffalo.
Dollars, and no suitorproceeding at law having
East BurrALO, May 31. been Instituted to recoverthe same, or any part
Cattle— Nothing doing today; no fresh arriv- thereof, Notice Is hereby given that by virtue of
als and nothing left over. Sheep and lambs- thep^werof sale in said mortgagecontained
Four loads on sale; market slow and prices and the statute made and provided, said mortruled about steady. Hogs— Sixteen loads on gage will be foreclosedby sale at public vendue
of the mortgaged premises therein described,to
sale; market steady; good to best Yorkers,
wit: That part of lot ten (10) in block 34 In the
$5 0025.10; to good best pigs, $4.9J24.95.
city of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan, described as boundedby a line commencing thirSt. Louis.
ty-eightfeet west of the south-eastcorner of
St. Lodis, May 31.
said lot ten, thence runningwest fifty feet,
Wheat— Higher; cash, 87c; June, 83c; July, thence north to north line of said lot, thence
82$$c; August, 80%c. Corn— Lower; cash, 4.%c; east fiftyfeet, thence south to place of beginoptions higher; June, 44^c; July, 44c; Sep- ning. Said sale to take place at the front door
tember, 44c. Oats-Lower; cash. 3%c; July, of the Ottawa County courthouse,at Grand Hahigher, 31V4c. i'ork— Higher; Jobbing, $11.50, ven, Michigan, on the

Wagons ^Carriages

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

make

it

a point to have the best material
them as close as possible.

in

them and

sell

WE CAN FURNISH YOU

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLI

LORING & CO.

SASH AND

AS LOW AS ANYONE.

U

Lard— Higher; $0.2020.41. Whisky — Steady;

1892,

sts.

one o'clockafternoon of said day, to pay the
the needs of the lines of productionrep- sidering how I expressed myself regardamount due on said mortgage, with interest and
Detroit, May 31
C
JunSaug. 26,
resented,or the supposed desirability | ing the matter of city printing." Our ; Wheat— No. 2 red cash 9%c; July, 'fo; Dated, June 1. 1892.
i No. 1 white cash, 89,4c. Corn— No. 2 ca**/50c
JULIA A THURSTON.
of fosteringthem, but with reference to s-' r'-'- of information wa- Mr. C. P. Oats— No. 2 cash,
0t‘
J. C. Post.
Mortgagee.

35c.

at

il

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

PUMPS!
And

can give you a good working and

substantialone for a price as low
as anywhere.

DE FREE

&

Twenty-Ninth Day of August A. D.

$1.15.

Detroit.

DOOR

Attorney.

ELEN BAAS.
ZEELAND. MICH.

MEAL

:;QUICK

NEWS

OF THE STATE.

Goulp of Intamt to All
Our Itcudera.
Dr. G. W. Stone, an Albion dentlfttof
long Mumling. whs the victim of imraly
the buMnenn. A like fatal stroke baa juet
Ilreriy lllta of

allege that the company has been guilt)
of violating its provisions.
«
*
Two Bop Mac dentists had |i:» worth oi
gold Ailing extracted,not from theli
teeth, but from their places of business.

_>

•

King tauten oi cow MinneapoliswouU
GROVER’S FRIENDS. spread
herselfentertainingthe convou
and said tho city was not nominatlnij
any candidate;Swords talked of th,- con
tiou,

Cleveland Men of

New York

vention chairmanship, naming McKinley
and Co Hum as possibilities; Thurston
was still for Blaine;Allen was for Alger.
GHWrt Ru»ftell, who livid two miles
Conger wan for Blaine, as was Henry C.
south
of
Augusta,
brained
his
wifi
im-npacitatHl the nephew.
WILL
TAKE
THEIR CASE TO 0HI0AG0 Paine, of Milwaukee, who arrived later.
with
a
rolling
pin
and
then
committed
su
Tho u Quick Mkal" wUes In 1891 amounted to
Sloven.
A. Dareon, who lived in Kent county,
Clarkson Arrive*at Chicago.
by planting a bullet in his owi
Mitby the kitchen fire the other evening icide
General ClarkRon'*(tarty arrived at the
brain.
The “QUICK M HAL11 nalenKinooIts llrstappeanuuv on tho market. 104,955 Stoveg.
lint Will Kanport III* Ticket Nonilnntnl Grand Pacificat (t.ivi. The rotunda alconversing with his daughter, when a
There— A Full Cnulefttlttg Delegation most echoed with Blaine enthusiasm.
Union
City citizens are serenaded n!
thunder
shower
passed
that
way
and
The “Quick Meal” 1b tho only stove which off ; re safety agalmt aooldenU.
night by a big hnndorganthat's drawi
Nominated and • Declarationof Prin- Clarkson being the only one who mndt
lightninglaid Daraou low.
ciple* Adopted— Klector* of the Feb- even a mild endeavor to conceal It. Sev
Four Uinta within a month has the Chi- •bout the place on a wagon.
Because tho “Quick Meal” in the only Stove
John \V. Collins,a Ludington man, hat
cago and West Michigan railway had colruary ContentionKndorted— Mlneap* ernl adjoining room* on the parlor fioot
having burners that cannot be opened
invented a device to prevent the capsizing
lisionshappen at Muskegon.
oil* Conventlou Men Flitting Through were assignedto them anti iu one of them
further than necessary.
Cadillac wishes she had not invested of sailboats by sudden gusts of wind.
Chicago and What They Say of the Mr. Clarksonat otire lucked himselfuj
with the committeemenpresent It wa*
Most women may lie frightened by t
in a costly lire alarm system, aa it’s no
Situation—Fauctt Kpeak* for ClarkBecause the “Quick Meal” is the only Stove
rumored that a plan wa* under consldera
good (or the purpose for which it wa* in- mouse, but not all. Two Spriugportfemi
son by Authority.
having a tank that cannot be taken off for
lion to nominate Blaine and Alger, but
nines slaughtered fourteen mice in i
tended.
for lilling, unless all the burners are closed.
Syracuse, N. Y., June 1.— Conspicuous, Clarkson denied that anything was dont
Removing or selling property without single day, and didn’t do it by proxy,
either.
small as she is. among the delegates to the except to talk over the convention
permissionthat is chattlemortgaged la a
Because tho“QuiCK Meal”
Hiram Hastingslives at Grass Lake and "anti-snap’’ Democratic convention rangements.
criminal
offense,
and
a
Mortice
man
has
is the only Stove having
A SlgnidrantGuarantee.
been bastiledon just such an accusa- discovered a bear. He gave bruin chase which met in Alhambra rink yesterday,
an indicator to show when
While Clarksonwas closeted with i.%
overtookthe animal in the lake and die sat Dr. Mary Walker, in brown frock coat
tion.
the burners are open or
committeemenJ. Sloat Fassett,of New
patched it witli an ax.
Several Alton people were injured by
n:.d trous -rs. The rink was big, but;full of
closed.
York, did the talking outside. When
Cass
City
dealers
in
ardent
beveragei
a runaway team while accompanying a
delegatesand interestedspectators, who Clarkson appeared he offered to guarantee
have
decided
not
to
sell
a
drop
of
I’quoi
Because the“QuiCK Meal”
funeral processionto the local cemetery.
enthusinticnlly cheered John D. Kernan, all that Fassett had said, and this Is what
is the only Stove having
August Nelson laid down the Bible he for any purposewhatever for a jieriodol Wm. R. Grace, Chas. S. Fairchild and other he guaranteed: “I am for Blaine and be
three months just to give the folks a tasn
glass tubes to show the
had been reading,procured a gun and
lenders of the movement as they appeared. lieve that he will be nominated The secdripping of gasolinewhen
planted the contents in Ida brain. He of actual prohibition.This combine in
eludes
the
druggists.
The temporary and permanent organiza- ond name on the ticket will he that of a
the stove is in use.
was buried at Saginaw.
westernman and a soldier.New York is
Bridget Riley, who’s been married near tions were quickly made Kernan being both
Big Rapids is reaching out after that
for Blaine.” He further said that Blaine
Because the “Quick Meal”
ly half a century, asks the Detriot circuit temporaryand permanent chairman.In his
much talked of table factory, ISO, 000 havwould not write another letter like that
is the only Stove having
court to grant her a divorce. She’s thi opening speech Kernan said that the coning been subscribed for that purpose.
to Clarkson. “Frankly, I think stationpipes made of anti-rust
mother of eighteen children and allege* vention represented 400,000 voters of New
ery Is scarce in the Blaine mansion just
Something more than the usual Asher*
material.
gross cruelty on Riley’s part.
York and claimed that under the rules of at present Mr. Blaine’s next letterwill be
man’s luck attendedthe efforts of a Bay
Gaylord Baldwin,a Hopkins ruralist, tho party this convention was right in one of acceptance."
City citizen,who took 1110 worth of pickBecause tho“QuiCK Meal”
found a lien’s nest that was a nest. It conFor Harrison nr Nobody.
erel
at
a
single
lift.
protesting against the action of the state
is the only Stove having
tained 110 eggs.
Mary Whitman’s|5,000 damage suit
the needle pints of the
fommittee and the February convention. The advance guard of the Indiana delegation passed through the city last evenagainst the city of Adrian lias been dragburners made of German
A Mlstuko and ii Crime.
From Wealth to Penury.
ing cn route to Minneapolis. General
ging in the courts for two years and seems
silver which makes them
In one part of his speech he said: “The
Grand Rapids, May 28. -David K
John C. New remained behind. In an inno nearer settlementthan when proceedabsol utely indestructible.
February
convention
was
a
mistake
from
Woodruff, a pauper, died in St. Markt
terview DelegateR R. Shiel said that the
ings were Arst instituted.
hospital yesterdayof carbuncle. He was every standpoint; in some respects it was delegationwould stand solidly by HarriMrs. Augusta Stricter is a Unionville
a crime, indictableat Chicago. No one son, though the convention went into
woman who’s spending thirty days in the once wealthy and engaged iu the marble
before ever attempted to put the party eternal deadlock. They would never con
business
near
Milwaukee.
He
married
bastile for interviewing a masculine
fer with tho anti-Harrison
men under n iy
sister of Governor Peck, of Wisconsin,but in a hole by such a device as a February
neighbor with a club.
circumstances. They were for Harrison
the marriage was not a happy one and
.convention.
At
that
season
of
the
year
West Branch counterfeiterscaught on
divorce was obtained by the wife and hi caucus material is scarce, ami generally or nobody.
to the fact that Pinkerton detectives were
rapidly sank in tho social scale. The cor confined to the had quality that does some
Have (tone Hack to Harrison.
camping on their trail, and operations
Topeka, Kan., June L— A week ago
have been suspended till the clouds roll oner telegraphedto a nephew, Nelson W. one’s bidding.” The election of 1888 was
Clapp, of StillwatcJ, Minn., asking what a disaster and those of 1890 and 1891 the
by.
five of the delegates to the Minneapolis
to make of the remains and the first fruitsof Cleveland's tariff mesWomen change their minds on matri- disposition
convention, who were instructed for Presreceive an answer to bury them here and sage. KernaVs speech wjis cheered wildly
monial questions ns well as men. A
ident Harrison,announced for Blaine first
send him the bill.
all through. A committee was appointed
Quincy maiden filled to appear after the
and last, so certain were they that his
to
name
delegates
at-large,
and
during
the
groom, the parson and mutual friends had
name would be presented. But his failure
Washington Personal*.
usual
recess
this
business
;was
transacted
assembled,and the wedding was declared
Washington,June 1 .—SecretaryTracy as well as the naming of districtdele- to declare his intentions has changed puboil for keeps.
lic sentiment. O. W. Little,a delegate,
has returned from New York and was at gates.
said yesterday: “I shall now support tho
• •
The Delegntek-at-Lnrge.
his desk at the navy department Monday.
president, and I know that the Kansas
Dr. Charles J. Landy, president of the
At
the
afternoon
session
the
delegatesColonel Melville,chief of the bureau ol
delegation will be for him to a man. Mr.
State Medical society ami an eminent spesciences, has gone to New York on official at-largewere announced as predictedin Blaine’s failure to say something has lost
cialist in his profession, died at his home
business connected with tho work of hit these dispatchesyesterday—Frederick R. him five votes from Kansas.”
in Detroit.
bureau in the Brooklyn navy yard. As- Coudert,Alex E. Orr, David C. Robinson
Claimed that a deposed Presbyterian
and Mayor Bishop. A full list of district
DEFIANT UNION SEMINARY.
Because the “Quick Meal” is the only Stove having a_ rim. on. the cast j.roR .patsan...o.L W«memta -has .. ^sextosayaL*.^
. ........
— Ivuvaer-tenst-^U ndiirg o VeTTiieliurher' ffrum and tu fjes, t1i us protect ng ernl marriage ceremoniesafter losing the
resolutions committee reported. At the IlcsoluUuii* llefore the Presbyterian*at
Gettysburg and Antietam. Secretary ol
them against the dripping from the cooking vessels.
authorityso to do.
Portland — The Appeal Sustained.
War Elkins, who is in West Virginia, if reading of the Cleveland plank the conk is eight years since Sparta has had a
vent ion went wild with enthusiasm. The
PORTLAND, Ore., May 30.— The PresbyFOIt SALE II Y
expected to return to Washington on
saloon and her people are marching
Thursday. Assistant Secretary Spculd- delegates stood on chairs and yelled their terian general assembly got as far as a
along the highway of prosperity and hapdelight and approval,and the same scene
vote on the Briggs case Saturday and
ingis acting us secretary of the treasury in
piness, too.
was enacted over the closing clause dethe absence of SecretaryFoster in New
Briggs was beateti. Before the debate beclaring allegiance to the action of the ChiStated that a Grand Rapids woman
gan the report of the committee on thecago convention.
swapped her babe for ?3 in cash.
ological seminarieswas presented which
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.
InternationalMonetary Conference.
Declarationof Principlei.
Sand Beach has some heavy citizens,
Washington, June L— This government
The platform starts out with the decla- declares that Union has failed to comply
thirty of ’em balancing the scales at 200
has receivednotice that France and Ger- ration, “We the delegatesof the Demo- with its obligation in the compact of 1870pounds or better.
many will send delegatesto the interna- cratic party” of New York, mid then says that the chair of Biblical theology(Briggs
Marcellus
is out of debt and has $1,000 in
!
!
tional monetary conference, which assure* that the necessity of the hour is reform of chair) is dejure vacant; that the seminary
her municipal treasury.
its assembling. It is understood the cor- the general government, and that the is in open defianceof the assembly, and
St. ignace kids, a few of ’em, amuse
respondenceon the subject will be sent tc Democracy can only be trusted to do this. that the compact must be maintained.
Are you going- to paint your House, Store, Barn, Kitchen Floor, themselves by shying stouts at electric the senate during the present weeK.
The Republicansare denounced for abuse
A Vote on the lirlgg* Case.
light globes.
of power, extravagance,fraud, etc., and
or Buggy this Spring
If so, purchase your
It is proposed that the matter be arbiElktou folks are holding concerts and
Didn’t Want a Step-Mother.
for dissipating the surplus. The “billion”
trated between the assembly and the semiproposeto build sidewalkswith the cash
Wichita, Kan., June L— Because het dollar congress is hauled over the coal nary. The Briggs case then came up
they take in.
father was about to marry again Nettie and its errors of omissionand commission again and Briggs completed his argument.
ft
Pennsylvania people will vote by the Woltyn, a German girl aged 14. commit- brieflynoted, one of the latter being the
A long debate ensued and then a vote was
booth system next fall and a Saginaw ted &:icide by shooting herself through McKinley bill. Generallythe Republicans
ordered, which was taken on each of the
tfTHt*051
Arm holds the contract for furnishing the body with a revolver. Her mother are painted as a “bad lot.” Then Cleve- six
grounds of appeal in turn. Each was
that state with 00,000 booths.
had been dead several years, but she had land is eulogized and the credit of the sustained by a large majority. Then a
Democratic victories of 1890 and 1S9I
F. W. Tompkins, who recently began a a strong antipathyto step-mothers.
vote on three propositions as to the appeal
given him, and it is emphaticallydeclared
115,000 damage suit against a Bay City
—to sustain as a whole, to sustain in part,
Ex-TreasurerNoland's Case.
that New York has not forgotten these
citizen for the alleged alienationof his
and not to sustain— was taken, resulting:
Jefferson Cnr, Mo., June 1.— The su- victories. Tariff for revenue only is enwife’s affections,has suicidedby drinking
To sustain as a whole, 302; sustain in part,
preme court has affirmed judgment of the dorsed.
carbolic acid.
127; not to sustain, 87. A resolution was
lower court iu the case of ex-State Treas#• •
offered and referred declaring that the apOPPOSED TO FREE COINAGE.
urer
Edward
T.
Noland.
Noland
was
peal being sustained the verdict of the
James Wray, a travelingevangelistof
this state, is accused of having forged a found guilty of embezzling$35, OK) of state Loyal to Grover Cleveland and Also to New York presbytery be reversed and that
funds and sentenced to two years’ impristhe Chicago Convention.
the papers be returnedthereto with orders
$15 note to enable him to invest in a Bible
onment.
Regarding silver the platform approves to try the case on its merits.
and banjo aside to his religious work.
of the use of both gold and silver and deWorld’* Fair mid Sunday.
(•irl Wanted!
The heavy rains in the vicinity of BronIt was recommendedthat if the World's
son enabled Ash to Aoat over many of the
Good wages will! be paid to a good mands that every dollar shall be equal to
every other dollar, in fact as well as law; fair be kept open on Sundays the church
Aelds in that region.
girl for doing general housework.
opposes free coinage by the United States exhibit be closed and that congress make
Apply
L. E. Van Drezer,
Watervlietis the home of a woman who
no appropriation if open on Sunday.
alone at the ratio of 10 to 1, and demands
became angry at her husband and imRiver Street Restaurant.
Then the Union seminary case came up
paled him on a pitchfork. Then she bethe
repeal
of
the
“Sherman”
silver
law
beHolland, Mich.
and the moderator left his chair and spoke
came so sorry for her conduct that she
cause it is establishing silver mouometal- in favor of holding Union to the compact
took laudanum to drown her remorse.
ism in the country. The necessity of an of 1870, and of control by the assembly of
A doctor delayed her exit to another
organizationin party is acknowledged, its theological seminary.
All goods warranted as represented.
keep Diamond- Wall sphere.
If you need good paints unadulterated
To Arbitratethe Ouestiou.
made by John \V. M usury & Son. buy but the organizationmust not claim to be
Finish, Alabastine, and Gypsine; in fact all articles advertised in
The Soo Ash hatchery turned out 21,Resolutionswere adopted in line with
them
at Dr. Wm. Van Rutten's drug the party and suppress the party’s voice
our city papers in the Paint, Oil, Wall Finish, Patent Medicine, 000,000 whiteAsk during the past spring
by such proceedingsns the “snap” conven- the moderator’s remarks holding the
which were planted in upper peninsula store. Prices as cheap as inferior goods tion. When it does that it ceases to be seminary to the compact, and providing
and drug line.
are sold at. Come and examine the aswaters.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
sortment of colors. Goods guaranteed. representative, imperils success and makes for the reference to the question of interAn Owosso man who recently deserted
pretation of that compact to arbitration.
it a duty that action be taken to restore
The moderator appointedDr. Green, Prohis wife and children for the twenty-sixth You can Ik* suited with blankets,sta- just relations.
Lard Oil, Machine Oil, Castor Oil, and Paris Green.
fessor T. A. Robinson, D. A. Hutchinson,
time, is begging to be taken back to the ble sheets and dusters in fact anything
Cleveland the I’rnjierLeader.
Family Medicines and Physicians’ Prescriptions Accurately Com- bosom of his family again. He evidently pertaining to horse furnishingsby cull- Unshakenconfidencein the ability and W. Ernst and John J. McCook to nomican’t stay away long at the time.
ing at Vaupell's harness and horse integrity of Clevelandis declared;that be nate a committeeto represent the aspounded.
sembly.
Bad Axe was visited by seventy drum- clothing
IT-.'iw is the choice of an overwhelmingmajority of New York Democrats and can carry
mers in one week and the town still surStock of Drugs and Medicines,
PURE.
DUuKtrou* Corner in Corn.
Children Cry for the state; that by nominating him at Chi- Chicago, June L— For the second time
vives.
cago the conventionwill carry out the alMiss Malo Go Lena has changed her Pitcher’s
most unanimous wish of the party and in nine months a corn corner has ended
name to Mrs. Sam Ray Ko Tush. This
disastrously.It was only last Septemqer
young couple lives at Ludington.
A large stock of Toilet articlesand best consult the welfareof the country.
The platform closes as follows: “We that “Deacon” S. V. White went up with
Perfumery
always
on
hand
at
the
drug
The Houghton mining school has ten
pledge ourselves to support the camli- $1,750,000 liabilitiesand a “busted" corn
students in excess of the attendance last store of Dr. Win. Van Putten. These
dated nominated at Chicago. The delega- for an asset. Yesterday tho Coster-Margoods
we
sell
cheaper
than
the
cheapest.
year, making seventy-Avefor ’02.
tion chosen by this conventionis instructAll operations known to the dental ed to act as a unit accordingto the deter- tin crowd, after opening May corn at $1
•• *
and holding it there until noon, found its
Three Adrian women indulged in the professionperformed with care by skill- mination of a majorityof its members."
checks dishonoredand the corn it had one
ful
operators
at
the
Central
Dental
Had Some S|ieechniuklug.
pastime of horseracing aun all were
The platformwas adopted with a rush moment before taken at $1 going begging
.brown out and more or less severely in- Parlors.
!
Finest cabinet photographsof Rev. and then speechmakingwas in order. at 50 cents a bushel. It all happened so
ur cd.
M. O. Wilcox of Mendou is credited J. T. Bergen for sale at Hopkins’ Gal- Speeches were delivered by Judge Louns- quickly ami mysteriouslythat the bull
bury, of Brooklyn; Joseph Heinrichs,of crowd found itself overboard and strugivitk slaying bOO sparrows in the five lery.
!
Payne the new photographer has bud Brooklyn, who said that Cleveland repre- gling before it knew what had happened.
noutbs.
sented the honestyand morality of the
Saginaw Valley banks had deposits ag- a fine run of work lately. He bus a Democratic party; Robert McCarty,of
THE DEATH RECORD.
All
! gregating $8,701,523 when the state com- reputation for doing first-class work
Syracuse, and Joel Benton, of Ulster counmissioner of banking last culled for a and has the finest gallery in the city.
ty. A supplemental resolutionrecom- John Feely, esteemed pioneer farmer
Call and see samples.
statement.
mending the nominationof Cleveland of Will county, at Joliet, III*.
Cannel
coal
for
grate
use
is the best
Fit, ' A Cold water farmer is the owner of in the market. Try a lot of i t and you was adopted. Then Fairchild offered F. A. Bee, Chinese vice consul at San
a two-legged colt, the usual forward
resolutions naming as presidential electors Francisco.
will be satisfied as to its superior quali- the same men selected at the February
appendages being a minus quantity.
Joseph Frank, well known dry goods
AND FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP,
ty. For sale at A. Harrington. Produce convention, and this was adopted, and the
Ned Warren of Scotts stepped on a
merchant of Chicago.
Merchant, River St.. Holland.
conventionadjourned sine die.
rusty spike and is dead of lockjaw.
AT LOW PRICES,
Herr Fokckenheck, burgomaster of
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Wm. Brusse & Co
CORNER CLOTHING- STORE

Gaining Patronage Every Day

Walking Right Past

Competition

Fine Quality, Good

We

Invite

The best gallery in Holland is Hoj>Keeley cure institutes are beiug talked
Berlin.
EN ROUTE TO MINNEAPOLIS.
JosEFU Martin, the noted French exof in nearly every county of the state, kins’. The finest “ Excelsior” finished
Houghtonbeing one of the latest towns to photographs, cabinets and imperials. Ylew* Ilrltfly Given of Leader* I’aniing plorer,at Kbokand.
Children's photos a speciality. The
Mrs. Johanna Mertens, aged 115, at
In Holland, whether yon wish
Our Custom work is made to bring us arrange therefor.
Through Chicago.
Joliet,Ills.
Tom
Burns, a Saginaw county man, best work at popular prices. Studio
Chicago,
June
1.— Among the many
to buy or not, to
more trade, and talks business for us.
GeneralRalph BucrlAND,at Fremont,
paid a $10 fine last December for assault- opposite First State Bank. Eighth prominentRepublican politicians who
Ohio.
ing a neighbor, and is now made defend- Street.
arrived
early
yesterday
at
the
Grand
continue to handle Wilson Bro’s
A. W. ARMOUR, brother of the Chicago
ant in a $10,000 damage suit for the same
Did you want a hat? Step in at Bos- Pacific were: Frank Hatton, of WashShirts and Underwear, for the reason offense.
nian Brothers and see the fine lot of ington; Judge John M. Thurston,of Ne- packer, at Excelsior Springs, Kan.
General TURNER C. MorEHEad, at Asthat they make the best furnishing goods What’s the matter with Albion r The “Garden City" and “King" hats which braska; ex-Congressman Allen, of Michi- hury Park, N. J.
exhibitionand sale of indecent pictures they have just received. Thev are the
And examine our stock of in this country.
gan; Commissioner of NavigationO’Brien,
Bishop O’Reilly, at Springfield, Mass.
has been such in that town that the city latest styles, colors black and brown,
delegate to Minneapolis from New York;
council
has
been
requested
by
a
petition
Andrew
Carr Cameron, one of the
Cloths and Suitings for the
and,
every
hat
warranted.
There is also a very good reason for the groat to enact a special prohibitory ordinex-Senators John C. Spooner and D. M. old-time printers ahd publishers of ChiSpring Season.
Try the home made chocolates at C Sabin; Thomas Lowry and Colonel W. S. cago.
increase in our hat trade. The Lion Hat has ance.
become the standard and our customers have A Lansing man found a big egg, inside BtyW Jr's.
GeneralK. D. MUMEY, at Washington.
King, of Minneapolis; ex-GovernorJohn
Admirald Richmond Mayne, M. P., at
For a little money you can buy a large H. Gear, of Iowa; National CommitteeI»erfect confidence in it. It is always made in of which was another egg with a perfect
London.
shall.
ttmount
of
goods
for
the
next
30
days
man
A.
L.
Conger,
of
Ohio;
General
Horthe latest nobby shayies and we guaranteethe
JULES Lkbaudy, the noted financier,at
The agents of the law J ave discoveredt Notier A Ver Sohure.
ace S. Clark, of Mattoon and Colonel
color and wear of every hat.
Paris.
that certain Benzonia huntersharvesteda
1 Who takes the finest cabinet* to lie Sword, sergeant-at-arms of the National
CORNER CLOTHING STORE.
number of deer in March, and now said
Dr. William W. Jones, well-known
3? Payne the River street photog- Republican committee.
shooters are in the toils of the violated
physician and politician,at Toledo, O.
iher is the man.
What They Said llrlefly Told.
game statutes.
D. M. Benjamin,prominentcitizen of
Sabin said Blaine was the man to nomBattle Creek’s School Furniture comChildren Cry for inate: Hatton wouldn’ttalk: O'Brien said Milwaukee.
Fred O. White, ex-mayor of Aurora,
pany has had its attentiondirected to the
Harrison would get there; Lowry and Ills.
alien contract labor law by suits which

EVERYONE

CALL

Form

an irresistable combination.

We

Rax

WmiBrusse&Co'.

Pktcher’s Castoria.

public in great composure
down under emotion. The jieople were
in tears. There were sobs and silences
and that young man, whelmed with re- and solemnitiesof such unusual powe*1
pentance,implored prayer and advice, that tho worshipers looked into each
mid passed into complete reformationof other’s faces, as much as to say, “What
heart and life. All tho neighborhood does all this mean?" And when tho fol*
was astonished and asked, “Why was lowing Sabbath came, although wo were
this?" His father and mother had said in a secular place, over four hundred
nothing to him about his soul’s welfare*. arose for prayers, and a religionsawakenOn another aisle of the same church ing took place that made that winter

the tombstones of the parents. Yes, the

looked in vain for him, and afterward
through an underground passage, far

one was seventy-four years of age and oui ;r> the fields,ho came out in tho open
tho other was seventy-two,and tho epi- air. So this imperialpower of spiritual
ENTLY BARREN OF SUGGESTIONS.
taph says that “after a useful life they influence has a hiding place, a secret
died u Christian death." How appro- place which few know, and it comes
l>r. Titltnug*
HUpUy at
priately the Scripturepassagecut on the forth sometimes in strange and in>smother'stombstone, “She hath done torious ways and far from the place
HU .Utilityto Ilf Kloqurntuiol Kanifat
wliiit she could.” And how beautiful where it was hidden you can And it only
In Xovfl l.lneii of riilpltOrntory.
,
the passage cut on tho father’stomb- by diligentsearching. But you may
Bkooxlyn,May 2U.-Dr. Talmage
stone. “Blessed are the dead who die in And it, and some of yon will And it, and
A
B»vo a frtnh illustrationthis morning of
tho Lord, for they rest from their labors I wish yon might all And it— the secret
sat an old miser. He paid his pew rent, memorable for time and for eternity.
TURNING
OUT
tin* iwwor ho ixissessos of extracting
and their works do follow them."
place of thunder.
but was hard on tho poor, and had no in- There may bo in this buildingmany who
On over the country road wo ride—
valuable lessons from a text which
DR. TALMAGE GOING ABROAD.
terest in any philanthropy. Piles of were brought to God during that great
tho road a little rough, for the spring
preachers have generally neglected as money! And jieoplesaid, “What a strugAt nine o'clock Wednesday morning,
Ingathering,but few of them know that weather is not quite settled, and once
June 15 next, on tho steamer City of
barren ground. His sermon was based gle he will have when ho quits this life
tho upper room in my house on Quincy down in a rut it is hard to get the wheels
Now York, I expect to sail for Liverpool,
on the text Psalms Ixxxi, 7, “I answered to part with his bonds and mortgages.”
street, where those five old Christian out again without breaking the shafts.
to be gone until September. It is in acthee in the secret place of thunder."
One day ho wrote to his minister: men poured out their souls before God,
Bnt at last wo come to the lane in ceptance of many invitations that I am
It is past midnight, and two o’clock in
“Please to call immediately.I have a was the secret place of thunder.
front of tho farmhouse. Let mo get out going on a preaching tour. I expect to
the morning, far enough from sunset matter of great importance about which
Tho day will come— God hasten it- of the wagon and open tho gate while
devote my time to preaching tho Gospel
and sunrise to make the darkness very I want to see you." When tho pastor
when people will find out the velocity, you drive through. Here is the arbor
in England, Scotland, Ireland and
thick, and the Egyptian army in pursuit came in the man could not speak for
the majesty,tho xnultipotenceofprayer. under which those boys and girls many
Sweden. I want to see how many sonla
of the escaping Israelitesare on the Iwt- emotion, but after awhile ho gat!*.*red
of all
We
brag about our limited express years ago used to play. But it is quite
lean gather for tho kingdom of God.
tom of the Rod sea, its waters having self control enough to say: “I have lived trains which put us down a thousand
IN
METAL.
out
of
order
now,
for
tho
property
is
in
been set up on either side in masonry of for this world too long. I want to know
Those countrieshave for many years bemiles away in twenty-four hours, but other hands. Yonder is tho orchard
longed to my parish, and I go to speak
sapphire,for God can make a wall as if you think I can lie saved, and, if so,
here is somethingby which in a mowhere they used to thrash the trees for to them and sliake hands with them.
solid out of water as out of granite, and I wish you would tell me how." Upon
ment wo may confront people five thou- apples, sometimes before they were
want to visit more thoroughly than be
tho trowels with which those two walls his soul the light soon dawned, and the
sand miles away. We brag about our quite ripe. There is tho mow where
were bnilt were none tho less powerful old miser, not only revolutionizedin
fore those regions from which my an
telephones, but hero is something that they hunted for eggs before Easter.
because invisible.Such walls had never heart but in life, liegan to scatter benecestors came, Wales and Scotland.
beats the telephonein utteranceand re- There is the doorsill upon which they
before Iwon lifted.
Bnt who is sufficient for the work I GOOD
factions, and toward all the great chari- ply, for God says, “Before they call, I
When I saw the waters of tho Red sea ties of tho day ho became a cheerfuland Mill hear." Wo brag about the phono- used to sit. There is tho room in which undertake?I call upon yon who have
AND LOW PRICES.
they had family prayers and where they long been my coadjutorsto go into the
rolling through the Suez canal they were bountifulalmoner. What was the cause
graph, in which a man can sjieak, and
Hue and beautiful and flowing like of this change? everybody asked, and no his words and the tones of his voice can all knelt— the father there, the mother secret place of the Almighty, and every
there and the hoys and girls there.
other waters,but tonight, as the Egyp- one was capable of giving aa intelligent
day from now until my work is done on
be kept for ages, and by the turningof
We have got to the fountain of pious the other side of the sea, to have me in
tians look up to them built into walls, answer.
a crank tho words may come forth upon
and gracions influences at last. That is your prayers. In proportion to the innow on one side and now on tho other,
In another part of the church sat, Sab- tho cars of another century, but prayer
the place that decidedthose seven earth- tensity and continuance and faitli of tho
they must have been frowning waters, bath by Sabbath, a beautiful and talented
Tenth Street,
Holland. Mich.
allows us to speak words into the ears of ly and immortal destinies. Behold!
for it was probable that tho same power woman, who was a great society leader.
prayers, yours and mine, will be the reeverlastingremembrance,and on the Behold! That is the secret place of
that lifted them up might suddenly fling She went to church because that was a
snlts. If you remember me in tho deother side of all eternities they will bo
them prostrate. A great lantern of cloud respectable thing to do, and in tho neigh- heard. Oh, ye who are wasting your thunder. Boys are seldom more than votional circle, that will be well, but
their fathers will let them be. Girls what I most want is your importuning,
hung over this chasm lietwoon the two borhood where she lived it was hardly
breath, and wasting your brains,and
DRY GOODS STORE.
are seldom more than their mothers Mill your wrestlingsupplicationin tho secret
walls. The door of that lantern was respectable not to go. Worldly was she
wasting your nerves, and wasting vour let them lie. But there come times
place of thunder.
opened toward the Israelites ahead, giv- to the last degree, and all her family
lungs wishing for this good and 'that
when it seems that parentscannot coning them light, and tho back of the lan- worldly. She had at her house the finest
God and you alone may make me tho
good for the church and tho world, why trol their children. There come times
tern was toward the Egyptians,and it germans that were ever danced, and the
do you not go into the secret place ®f in a boy’s life when ho thinks he knows humble instrumentalityin the redempgrowled and rumbled and jarred with costliest favors that were ever given, thunder.
tion of thousands of souls. I shall
more than his father does, and I remem- preach in churches, in chapels and in
thunder; not thunder like that which and though she attended church she
Ladies and Gentlemen, Please Restore a
“But,” says some one, “that is a beau- ber now that I knew more at fifteen
cheers the eartliafter a drought, promis- never liked to hear any story of pathos,
the fields. I will make it a campaign
Glance on This:
tiful theory, yet it does not work in my years of age than I have ever known
ing the refreshing shower, bnt charged and as to religious emotion of any kind,
for God and eternity, and I hope to get
case, for I am in a cloud of trouble, or a since.
and surcharged with threats of doom.
during this absence a baptism of power
she thought it positively vulgar. Wines,
cloud of sickness, or a cloud, of persecuThere come times in a girl’s life when that will make mo of more service to
Tho Egyptian captains lost their pres- cards, theaters, rounds of costly gayety
tion, or a cloud of poverty,or a clond of
she thinks her mother is notional and you when I return than I ever yet have
ence of mind, and the horses reared and were to her the highestsatisfaction.
bereavement, or a clond of perplexity." does not understand what is proper and
snorted and would not answer to their
been. For, brethrenand sisters in Would respectfullyannounce to the
One day a neighbor sent in a visiting
How glad I am that you told me that. best, and the sweet child says, “Oh.
bits, and the chariot wheels got inter- card, and this lady came down the stairs
ladies of Holland and vicinity,
That is exactlythe place to which my pshaw!" and she longs for the time when Christ,our opportunity for usefulness
locked and torn off. and tho charioteers in tears and told the whole story of how
will soon be gone, and we shall have
that his
text refers. It was from a cloud that
she will not have to be dictated to, and our faces uplifted to the throne of judgwere hurled headlong,and the Red sea she had not slept for several nights, and
God answered Israel—the cloud over the she goes out of the door or goes to bed
fell on all tho host. The confusing and she feared she was going to lose her soul,
chasm cut through the Red sea— the with pouting lips, and these mothers re- ment, before which we must give acconfounding thunder was in answer to and she wondered if some one would
count. That day there will be no secret
Are at hand and just opened.
cloud that was light to tho Israelites
the prayer of the Israelites. With their not ccme around and pray with her.
member for themselves that they knew place of thunder, for all the thunders
and darkness to the Egyptians.It was
Light
Evening Shoes and Novelties in
more at fourteenyears of ago than they will be ont. There will be the thunder
backs cut by the lash, and their feet From that time her entire demeanorwas
from a cloud, a tremendouscloud, that
Dress
Goods and Trimmings.
bleeding,and their bodies decrepit with changed, and though she was not called
have ever known since. But, father and
God made reply. It was a cloud that mother, do not think you have lost your of the tumbling rocks. There will be
the suffering of whole generations, they upon to sacrifice any of her amenitiesof
New
Spring
Ties.
was the secret place of thunder.So influence over your child. Yon have a the thunder of the bursting waves.
had asked Almighty God to ensepulcher life, she consecrated her beauty, her
There
will be tho thunder of the deNew
Spring Hose.
you cannot get away from the consolaresourceof prayer that puts the sympa- scendingchariots. There will be the
their Egyptianpursuers in one great social position,her family, her all to
New Spring Gloves.
tion of my text by talking that way.
sarcophagus, and the splash and the God and the church and usefulness.
thetic and omnipotentGod into your thunder of the parting heavens. Boom!
New Line of Umbrellas.
Let
all the people under a cloud hear it.
' roaVor'fiie T(e(f wa'ns'it'a751i_ .....
parental undertaking.Do not waste Boom!
New Stock of Handkerchiefs.
natural bed were only the shuttingof you noticed the change, and what in the
'V - flimsy, bonks ahont;
Bnt..iill tlifttdjnMml uproe.r and crash
iuuuucr.
...... New Table Linens.
**
the sarcophagus on a dead host. That world caused it?’ and no one could make
end' will leave
INFLUENCE OF THE OLD HOME.
into the secret place of thunder.
is the meaning of tho text when God satisfactory explanation.
Vipkiua and a 1 ;ti-ge slot; k oF uliue V-'
ut> uudxaaiaj a\ u tre have madj Christ
This subjecthelps me to explain some
says, “I answered theein the secret place
PRAY FOR THE PREACHERS.
wear
and allYhe 10,000 things that go
In the course of two years, though things you have not understood about
our confidence, and as after an August
of thunder."
The reason that we ministers do not shower, when the whole heavens have to make up a first-class stock of Dry
there was no general awakeningin that
men and women, and there are multi- accomplish more is because others do
A POWER AND A MYSTERY.
church, many such isolated cases of such
been an unlimberedbattery cannonad- Goods. Prices rn everything the most
Now thunder,all up-and-down the unexpected and unaccountable conver- tudes of them, and the multitude Is mul- not pray enough for us and we do not ing the earth, the fields are more green,
reasonable possible. Please give us a
tiplying by the minute. Many of them
pray enough for ourselves. Every min- and the sunrise is the more radiant, and
Bible, is the symbol of power. The Egyp- sions took’place.Thevery people whom
tian plague of had was accompanied no one thought would be affected by have not a superabundanceof educa- ister could tell you a thrilling story of the waters are the more opaline, so the call and see for yourselves.
tion. If you had their brain in a post’ H. E.
with this full diapason of the heavens. such considerations were converted. The
sermons— sermons hasty and impromptu
mortem examination, and you could because of funerals and sickbeds and thunders of the last day will make the River St.. Holland. Mich.
While Samuel and his men were making pastor and the officers of the church
trees of life appear more emerald, and
weigh it, it would not weigh any heava burnt offering of a lamb, and the Phil- were on the lookout for the solution of
annoyances in the parish, ye t> hose ser- the carbuncle of the wall more crimson,
ier than the average. They have not
mons harvesting many souls for God.
istines were about to attack them, it was this religions phenomenon. “Where is
anythingespecially impressive in per- And then of sermons prepared with great and the sapphire seas the more shimmerby terrorizingthunder they were dis- it,” they said, “and who is it and what
ing, and the sunrise of eternal gladness
sonal appearance.They are* not very
comfited. Job, who was a combination is it?” At last the discoverywas made
care and researcliand toil uninterrupted,
the more empurpled. The thunders of
*
STEAM LAUNDRY,
fluent of tongue. They pretend to nothyet those sermons falling flat or power- dissolving nature will be followed by a
of the Dantesque and the Miltonic, was and all was explained. A poor old
ing unusual in mental faculty or social
Opp.
Oltatca
Furniture Factor;/.
less, or of the same sermon mightily
solemnized on this reverberationof the Christianwoman standing in the vesticelestial psalmody the sound of which
influence, but yon feel their power, you
blessed on one occasionand useless on
heavens, and cried, “The thnnder of his bule of the church one Sunday morning,
St. John -on Patmos described,when he The latest improvedmachinery for the
power, who can understand?’’and he trying to get her breath again before she are elevatedin their presence;yon are a another. How well I remember a ser- said, “I heard a voice like the voice of
accomplishing of
better man ora better woman, haring
mon I preached at a great outdoor meet- mighty thunderings!” Amen!
challengesthe universe by saying, “Canst went up stairs to the gallery, heard the
confronted them. You know that in ining in the tipper part of this state. For
thou thunder with a voice like him:'” inquiryand told the secret.
tellectualendowment you are their su- several days in that place prayers had
and he throws Rosa Bonhenr’s “Horse
For years she had been in the habit
Spiders That Sail lialloons.
perior, while in the matter of moral and
Ladies’ wearing apparel. Pillow Shams
been offered for the success of the servFair" into the shade by the Bible photo- of concentratingall her prayers for parreligiousinfluencethey are vastly your
There are two minute animals, usualLace Curtains, Family Washings,
ice, and I had myself been unnsually
graph of a warhorse, when lie describes ticularpersons in that church. She
superior. Why is this?
prayerful, and we had a Pentecostal ly called insects, which produce gosdone promptly.
his neck as “clothed with thunder.” Be- would see some man or some woman
To find the revelationof this secret blessing while I was preaching it.
samer. These are the gossamer spiders,
cause of the power of James and John, present, and, though she might not
Goods calhd for ami dilivercd.
you must go back thirty or forty or
That afternoon I took the train for a and therefore, according to the later zothey were called “the sons of thunder.” blow the person's name, she would pray
perhaps sixty years to the homestead
great outdoor meeting in Ohio. I said ological classification, they are not.
The law given on the basalticcrags of for that person until he or she was conGall and see us and get prices.
where this man was brought up. It is a
to myself, “This sermon was blessed to- strictly speaking,insects, but form part
Mount Sinai was emphasized with this verted to God. All her prayers were
winter morning, and the tallow candle
N. MOOSE, Proprietor.
day and it is fresh in my mind, and I of a distinct class of animals called the
cloudy ebullition.The skies all around for that one person— just that one. She
is lighted, and the fires are kindled,
arachnida.
The
ascent
of
the
gossamer
will
preach
it
tomorrow
in
Ohio.”
And
about St. John at Patraos were full of waited and waited for communion days
sometimes the shavings hardly enough I did preach it, hut not in as prayerfula balloons made by these spiders only
the thunder of war, and the thunder of to see when the candidatesfor memberto start the wood. The mother is prespirit,and I think no one else had been takes place in bright, serene weather,
Chriatly triumph, and the thunder of ship stood up whether her prayers had
paring the breakfast, the blue edged
praying about it, and it turned into the and is invariablypreceded by a producresurrection, and the thunder of eternity. been effectual.It turned out that these
With Savings Department.
dishes are on the table, and the lid of
most inane and profitlessdiscourse that tion of gossamer on the ground. When
But when my text says, “I answered marvelous instancesof conversion were
the kettle on the hearth begins to rattle
I ever delivered. It was practically the impelled by a desire of traversing the CAPITAL,
thee in the secret place of thunder,"it the result of that old woman’s prayers
$35,000.00.
with the steam, and the shadow of the
same sermon, but on Wednesday it had air, the gossamer spiders climb to the
suggests there is some mystery about ns she sat in the gallery Sabbath by
industrious woman by the flickering
Cor. Eighth and Market Street.*:.
summit
of
various
objects,
and
thence
on it a power that comes from the secret
the thunder. To the ancients the cause Sabbath, bent and wizened and poor
I. CAI’l'ON, I'res't. I. MARSIL.IE. Cashier.
flame on the hearth is moved up and
place of thunder, and on Thursday it emit the viscous threads in suchamanof this bombarding the earth with loud and unnoticed.
down
the
wall.
The
father is at the had on it no such power at all
ner
as
that
they
may
be
drawn
ont
to
a
sound must have been more of a mysA little clond of consecrated humaniham feeding the stock— the oats thrown
Oh, pray for ns! Poor sermons in the great length and fineness,and when
tery than it is to us. The lightnings, ty hovering in the galleries.That was
into the horses’ bin and the cattle pulpit are the enrse of God on a prayer- sufficiently acted upon by the ascending
!
which were to them wild monsters the secret place of the thunder. There
munching the com. The children, ear- less parish. People say: “What is the current,they quit hold of the objects on
ranging through the skies, in our time is some hidden, unknown, mysterious
lier than they would like and after beA roomy, well built house and
matter with the ministers in our time? which they rested and commence their
have been domesticated.We harness source of almost all the moral and reliing called twice, are gathered at the
So many of them seem dissatisfiedwith aerial flight by floatingaway, the gos- large lot. The whole lot can he
electricity to vehicles and we cage it in gious power demonstrated.Not one
table.
the Bible and they are trying? to help samer acting exactly in the same way as bought or only a portion of it.
lamps, and every schoolboyknows some- ont of a million— not one out of ten milThe blessing of God is asked on the Moses and Paul and Christ out of in- a balloon.
thing about the fact that it is the passage lion-prayers ever strikes a human ear.
Situated on the corner of Ninth
The threads of gossamer are so deliof electricity from cloud to cloud that On public occasions a minister of reli- food, and, the meal over, the family consistencies and contradictionsby fixand Cedar streets. For further
Bible
is
put
upon
the
white
tablecloth
cate
that
a
single
one
cannot
tie
seen
ing up the Bible.” As well let the mumakes the heavenly racket which we gion voices the supplicationsc-f an asinformation enquire of
call thunder. But, after all that chem- semblage, but the prayers of all the and a chapter is read and a prayer made, sicians go to work to fix up Hadvn’s unless the sun shines on it. The viscid
which
includes
all
the
interests
for
this
H.
fluid
is
ejected
by
the
spider
with
great
“Creation.”or Handel’s “Israel*in
istry has taught the world, there are congregation are in silence. There is
Holland, Mich.
mysteries about this skyey resonance, not a second in a century when prayers world and the next. The children pay Egypt.” or let the painters go to fixing force, becoming a thread, and several
snch threads are producedat once in a
and my text, true in the time of the are not ascending,bnt myriads of them not much attentionto the prayer, for it up Raphael’s“Transfiguration,”
or archiPsalmist, is true now and always will be are not even as loud as a whisper,for is about the same thing day after day, tects go to fixing up ChristopherWren’s radiating form, which facilitates their
true, that there is some secret about the God hears a thought as plainly as a vo- but it puts upon them an impression St Paul’s. But I will tell you what is being caught by the current of heated
that ten thousand years will only make the matter. There are too many uncon- air and borne upward, carrying the
place of thunder.
calization.That silence of supplier ‘ion
To one thing known about the thun- —hemispheric and perpetual—is the re- more vivid and tremendous.As long as verted ministers. Their hearts have spider along with them. The spider is
the old folks live their prayer is for their never been changed by the grace of said even to have the power, to some Estimates given on all kinds of niasom-v
der there are a hundred things not cret place of thunder.
children
and their children's children. God.
extent, of guiding in the air the balloon- and plastering. Communicationssoknown. After all the scientificbatteries
THE SECRET PLACE OF THUNDER.
Day in and day out, month in and mouth
like web by which it Is wafted up.— licited. Address Box W, Holland. Mich
have been doing their work for a thouA
mere
intellectual
ministry
is
the
In the winter of 1875 we were worship- out, year in and year out, decade in and
London
Tit-Bits.
sand years to come and learned men
deadest failure this side of perdition.
ing in the Brooklyn Academy of Music
decade out the sons and daughters of Alas for the Gospel of icicles! From
have discoursed to the utmost alxmt
in the interregnumof churches.We that family are remembered in earnest
Jliild Heads Folltdied.
atmosphericelectricity and magnetic
apologeticsand hermeneutics and doghad the usual great audiences,but I was prayer,and they know it, and they feel
F. E.
electricity and galvanic electricity and
matics, good Lord deliver us! They are
“Do
you want your skull polished?
oppressed beyond measure by the fact it, and they cannot get away from it.
thermotic electricity and frictionalelecPractical
Photographer. Portraits
asked
the
barber
of
the
baldheaded
man.
trying to get from transcendentalthethat conversionswere not more numerTwo funerals after awhile— not more ology, or from profound exegesis,or
tricity and positive electricityaudnega“Skull?
How
much?”
demanded
the views, and commercial work executed
ous. One Tuesday I invited to my house than two years apart, for it is seldom
promptly. Good work and popular
tive electricity my text will be as sugfrom the art of splitting hairs between latter.
five old, consecratedChristianmen— all that there is more than that lapse of
prices. Gallery on River street, forgestive as it is today, when it speaks of
“I
have
here," said the barber, “a
north
and
northwest
side instead of getof them gone now, except Father Peartime between father’s going and moth- ting their power from the secret place French preparationwhich has just come merly occupied by B. P. Higgins.
the secret place of thunder.
son, and he, in blindness and old age,
er’s going— two funeralsput out of sight
RESULT OP A WOMAN’S PRAYERS.
of thunder. We want the power a man on the market, and which puts a beauwaiting for the Master's call to come up the old folks. But where are the chilgets when he is alone, the door locked; tiful shine on bald heads. The polish
Now right along by a natural law higher.
dren? The daughters are in homes on his knees; at midnight; with snch a lasts three or four days and is not re- HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK,
there is always a spirituallaw. As
These old men came, not knowing where they are incarnations of good
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
burden of souls upon him that makes moved by water. It wears off or cor
there is a secret place of natural thun- why I had invited them. I took them
sense, industry and piety. The sons, him cry ont, first in lamentation and rodes eventually by the action of the
EBtahlishedISTS.
der, there is a secret place of moral to the top room of my house. I said to
atmosphere, and then another applicaIncorporatedas a Stale Hank in IsWi.
thunder. In other words, the religious them: “I have called yon here for spe- perhaps one a farmer, another a mer- then in raptures.
chant, another a mechanic, another a
Let all the Sabbath school teachers tion can be made.
power that you see abroad in the church cial prayer. I am in an agony for a
A general banking businesstransacted
physician, another a minister' of the
“Some men object to the shine on
and Bible class instructorsand all reInterest paid on certificates.
in the world has a hiding place, and in great turning to God of the people. We
Lc
-*oans made.
many cases it is never discoveredat all. I have vast multitudesin attendance and Gospel, useful, consistent, admired, hon- formers and all evangelism and all min- uald beads, and in Germany they take it
ored. What a power for good those isters know that diplomas and diction off with a dilute acid. But in France
will use a similitude. I can give only they are attentiveand respectful, but I
seven sons and daughters!Where did
aries and encyclopedias and treatises the downing glory of a well dressed
837,000.
the dim outline of a particular case, for cannot see that they are saved. Let ns
many of the remarkable circumstances kneel down and each one pray and not they get the power? From the schools, and librariesare not the source of bald head is an immaculate polish which
and the seminaries, and the colleges? moral and spiritualachievement, but reflects the light like a dazzling dhI have forgotten. Many years ago there leave this room until we are all assured
Oh, no, though these may have helped. that the room of prayer, where no one mond.”— New York Herald.
was a large church. It was character- that the blessing will come and has
President. - Jacou YanPutte.V, Sr.
From their superior mental endowment? but God is present and no one bnt God
ized by strangeand unaccountable con- come." It was a most intense crying
Vice-Pres’t. Adrian Van Pvtten.
No, I do not think they had unusual hears, is the secret place of thunder.
versions. There were no great revivals, unto God. I said, “Brethren,let this
Fewei lli-jit Ui-h Than Formerly.
C. Ver Schurk.
mental
caliber. From accidental cirbut individualcases of spiritual arrest meeting be a secret,” and they said it
Secret? All, yes! So secret that comThe variety- of forms which reptilim
cumstances?
No, they had nothing of parativelyfew ever find it.
and transformation.
would be. That Tuesday night special what is called astounding good luck.
life now presents is small indeed canIN
RAPIDS
A young man sat in one of the front •serviceended.
At Boscobel, England, we visiteda pared with what existed during tjiat
THE
FOUNTAIN
OF PIOUS INFLUENCE.
-STOI* AThouse
where
a
king
was
once
hid.
No
pews. He was a graduate of Yale, bril- On tho following Friday night ocvast period of time which intervened
I think we will take a train and ride
liant as the north star and notoriously curred the usual prayer meeting. No
one, unless it was pointed out to him, between the final formation of the opal
dissolute.Everybody knew him and one knew of what had occurred on Toes- to the depot nearest to the homestead could find the door in the floor through deposits and the formation of the cl} ilk
from which those men and women startwhich the king entered his hiding place. which constitutes the north and sqath
lik*, him for h.
"
ed. The train halts. Let us stop a few
When there hidden the armed pursuers downs of England.— Quarterly Revii w. The best place in the city for lodging
or meals.
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minded individuals who erect such limits for themselves.An overcoat laid off,
it would be weakness to resume; a
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cowardly to renounce.— New York Even-
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Some Fiue Italian Mosaics Exhumed.
From an archasologicalpoint of new
an interestingdiscoveryhas just been
made in this neighborhood, about half a
mile to the north of the famous Villr
Livia, at Prima Porta, on the Via Flawinia. By the merest accident, in the
open campagua have been found the remains of what must have been a most

enter certain data c
In the second story are two good sized | ‘-,’anks furnished for that purpose.1
Is an iron grey, 16 hands high, 7 years old, and
weighs 1,200 lbs. Is a horse of line action,beau- chambers,two small bedrooms and a bath- order to do the work systematicallyth
tiful in appearance,and is a natural trotter,lie room, with closets for each. There is also great lakes have been mapped out i
is a fast walker and his colts inherit this verv
a small storeroomin the attic, reached by numbered sections, commencing at Di
important traitof character,lie is a sure foal
getter, and his colts are all sound, straight, and means of a ladder in the second story hall. Juth and numbering eastward.
line appearing.
A cellarextends under the whole build- , There are 410 sectionsin all eacb on
Sired
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•

™

openingcurtained similarto the door be- j quest oi ilie United States govemwen
tween hall and
I The experiments are to he conducted f i
The dining room is provided with a good ; the purpose of determining the set an
sized china closet; the kitchen likewise is drift of lake currents, and will be unde
equipped with a store closet, portable , the direction of the weather bureai
range, sink and boiler The closetsare all
are to ^ ^ven 0Qt to vess(
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fur tho years 579 to C20 A D. mention
two “Bishops of Cissa.” Since that time
objectionable.
wo have no record of tho place or what
Silence at tho proper season is wisdom became of it. Fishermen have long cont3rs encourage us to hope that this his- out rooms is most economical, and the old end better than any speech.
tended that they know of a place on the
t )ry will
be so
stylo of
with
>»*•*
m# written
....iwv.i that
u,«v coming
vuiuiMK Colonial
v-w......
u» architecture,
arviutcuturu,
nun Its
A broken linger will drive away all Istrian const of tho Adriatic sea, south
generations will read it with pride, gable roof, modest moldings nnd details,Is recollections of nn empty chair.
of tho Rovigno lighthouse,where their
Everythingindicatesthat we are about {^gement in'llle' piiiu8° sim,)lici,yof ftr’ The
Tb« time
timou-b.m
wmnnn has
im« no
>
when a« woman
mercy nets got tangled on tho spires of sunken
churches and other public buildingsof
is when she gets a mouse in a trap.
to see the beginning of the end of tho
a city long since submerged. In Janureign of injusticeand oppression that
Vienna has its Lazy club, no member
ary, 1890, the AustrianImperial Acadof which does anything for a living.
has condemned the industriousto povemy of Sciencessent a convoy of boata
erty and wretcednesswhile enabling
Nothing holds more divine inspiration and ships, under Rear Admiral Hinko,
for an author than a generous check.
cunning non-producers to revel in unwith instructionsto make a thorough
Naphtha is good for cleaning kid examination of the spot designated by
earned wealth.
gloves, hut keep it away from the lire.
the fishermen.
For nearly a quarter of a century our
Tho diver who made tho descent says:
Compressed
air
is
to
ho
used
for
runOrder has been tirelesslyendeavoring
ning the street cars in Leavenworth, “On reaching the bottom I was astonto arouse the people to a realizationof
ished to find myself upon the walls of
’ Kan.
the injusticeof the industrialsystem
an overturnedbuilding. Proceeding
Shelley’sfirst marriage was unfortuand to bring them to understandthat
farther I observed continuous rows of
nate, hut his second was a model of hapfree political institutions cannot permabuildingsand streets,the doors and winpiness.
PERSPECTIVE VIEW.
dows being blocked with masses of seanently co-exist with an unjust system of
Dy. a .
proper
______
disposition
_________
of rparts
____________
and suitAn Idaho man has discovered that an
production and distribution. For more able combinationof colors we arc enabled excellent qualityof paper can he made weed and gravel. From my observations I should say that I had had the
than twenty years we have been work- to secure both convenienceand beauty. To from sagebrush,
unique experience of examining what
TT n
,
ing for a peaceful, bloodless,cunstitu- me there is a charm about all that relates
to old Colonial days. The architecture
:
D'zer has discoveredcer- had once been a largo and flourishing
tional revolution which would insure our grandfatherswas appropriate to their i ^in underground rock hewn churches
city. When I left the place I brought
to all men the result of their industry. modes of life and should be perpetuated in southern Italy,
until me to the surfacea cut cornerstone
We have worked only by means of or- with their
| Over $330 worth of gold was collected with mortar on one side, the mortar boIn the illustrationl.ere given there are in 18s5 frou, tl]0 goot of tho chimney in
ingtstillperfectly firm.”
ganizationand education,realizing that
four rooms in the first story, with pantry lbo London mint
Dr. Hilher wants tho Austrian governreforms, if they are to be permanent, and closets; the hall is of good size and 1,10 LOnUon mmL
must spring from and be rooted in the may ho used as a sitting room. Tho spe- It is estimated that about 30,000 horses meut to make appropriationsfor exploring tho site, which he firmly believesto
enlightened consciousnessof the people. cial feature of this room is a handsome were ousted from street car service last
he that of the lost Romam city of Cissa.
staircaseand a pretty mantel. From the year by electricity.
Those of us who have borne the burden
—St. Louis Republic.
never Picks out a two cent piece
and heat of the day are now privileged
'LectionDay In Ithodc Ihlaml.
to see the seed we have sown, often in This prevents personsfrom seeing directly [fom “P™* f,u11,of «old C01US to Put
'Lection day in Rhode Island is not
darkness and doubt, ripening to u har- into the kitchen and keeps the smell of I*10 collection basket,
cooking from entering the hall to a great Ordinary sticking plaster makes a the day the votes are cast, hut tho day
vest which promises all that in our
good remedy for corns, as it keeps them the governor is inaugurated.On voting
fondest dreams we ventured to hope
From the front ball you enter the parlor ioft preventsthe rubbing,
day there are fires in the houses, ana
,
for. But though the harvest promises through an opening designed to be
the people wear overcoats and shawls.
•
A
Cmcmnati
court
has
decided
that
it
to lie plentiful, the reapers are yet too with heavy portieres. The parlor is sepaBut on ’lection day, which is a week or
is libelous to call a man who neglects to
few. Our work of educationhas been
so later,all fires are put out for the seapay his tailor’sbill “a delinquent.”
sou, the overcoats are laid away in
more rapid than our work of organizaOne of the millionaires of New York
camphor, and the littlegirls have fresh
tion. In your State the Order does not
city, Mr. H. G. Marquaud, has a bilwhite dresses. This is the custom, now
number nearly as many as the purity
liard table which is stated to have cost
of course somewhat moderated, but
of its aims and the nobility of its mis$25,000.
elderly people tell that in their day it
sion would justify us in expecting.
Baron Hirsch is said to he worth $100,- was more rigidly enforced than a law.
Our doors are wide open for the admis000,000, which he has made chieflyout A housekeeper that would rebuilda fire
of his contracts for building Turkish after ’lection day was regarded as an ecsion of all men and women who earn
railroads.
their living by honest industry.We
centric, lawless, wastefulwoman, to
Fireflies, it is' said, are employed in whom one would bo chary of lending
exclude none hnt those engaged in pur%ome of the West Indies for lighting tubs or of setting up neighborly ways.
suits that are inimical to the general
purposes, being confined in glass lan- An old lady relates her miser}- as a child
welfare. Brother Henry I. Allen and
terns for that object.
going about in low neck and short sleeves
the officers and members of the State
After eating heartily of hailstones with blue lips and shiveringon her way
Assembly are doing excellentwork, but
which fell on Saturday, a Scottshurg to church, but without questioningthe
they need the help and active co-opera(Ind.) girl was taken violently sick and reasonablenessof the custom.
tion of all who are willing to work for
In other parts of the country May
died soon after. The doctors say she
the common weak We invite all such
was poisoned,and th? 'hailstonesprob- 1 used to be the date for extinguishing
ffres_an_d j)utti_ug on _ suum_er j:lothes.
ably’ killed
her.
Killt
JJuejiLfieJAiqs „under_t.he_
shield
After that 'there were no weak concesof our Order. If there is an Assembly
Luke Currents.
sions to cold rains and chilling winds.
in your neighborhood, join it. If there
During the next few months a great Even in this enlightened day there are
is none, let ten or more true men and
many bottles will be cast upon th« parts of the country where, after the
women come together and communicate
shores of Lake Michigan. They are t( high domestic rite of housecleaning is
with Brother Henry I. Allen, Schoolhe thrown into the water for experi established,the fires are extinguished
FIRST STORY.
mental purposes by lake captains, whe and the grates are stopped up until
craft. and he will take the needed steps
will undertakethe service at the ro
Tlumk'CnviTi':
D;iy. Thorp -are
to organize
17-20

Here Is a design which illustrateshow a
the United States, and the cheering «lunro house may lie designed so ns to

Apples from our Own State!

or. IP

Is Pretty,Compiict mid Convenient.
Cost, •1,800.
(Copyright,1802,by American Press AssociaIt

made during

Tho Kuuken City of Cisso.

ENDS.

Both Pliny and Docimua Bccundiuus
Tho moon moves 3,!133 feet per second. incidentally mention tho Istriau island
Mark Twain v. hen a young man was and tho city of Cissa, and tho ecclesias-

the next few months by the people cf

I want to call yout' attention to the delicious fruit which wo arc selling.

Canned Goods,

history will bo

ODDS AND

HOUSE.

flour bins, shelves, etc.,

by Hessing,Jr.. 2:27?4.

i

overboard

,

1

Will

make

the

SSA

season of 1892 as follows:

ondny and Tuesday of each week at the barn •hard
of Ed. J. Harrington.Jr., Holland.

f ? depth'i ^0“ndtttl0“ 'containingabout 180 square milebrick. The building is properly
the captain throws one of the bol

^n
the
:

spaciousvilla. So far the discover}* consists of the pavements of nine rooms, all
of them executed in the most l)eautil'ul
colored mosaics. In the principal room
the design representsa Medusa’s head
surroundedby a garland of the most
delicate design intertwined with birds
and leaves, in which the various colors
are most perfect. But perhaps the floor
with the most beautifuldesign ever unearthed is that in a smaller room adjoiningthat already spoken of. It represents an Egyptian scene of a goddess
i holding a snake, which is drinking out
of a cup, while another figure is present-

framed, braced and sheathedwith tongued ; * es m the water he will place in it Ik
Wednesdayand Thursday at the barn of Fred
and grooved stuff. The lower part of
so doing a slip of paper, upon whic
.Miller,Monterey.
Friday and Saturday at Colmun's barn, Hamil- exterior walls is covered with paper and the data and the position of the vessel i
Or the fresh Sausages ?
ton.
white pine clapboards;second story and entered.On each slip is the reque
Or the Pork Steak?
Fee, 85 at time of serviceand ?10 when colt is roofs shingled.
that the finder send it to the chief of th
two weeks old.
If not, you should do so. Have you any
weather bureau at Washington or ham
a. <’ IWHK HURST,
Owner and Trainer.
Poultry to sell ? If so, I will pay you
it to the nearest government observe:
Blankets, Comforters,
lighthouse keeper or postmaster to b
the highest market price in cash.
forwarded. By noting where the hot
Dress Goods, Yarns,
ties go ashore, data will be obtainedfron
Fascinators, Gloves,
which the movement of the lake cur
PRACTICAL
Cor. Eighth and FJshStB.,Holland. Mich.
rents can he calculated.—Philadelphii
Stamped Goods,
Ledger.

Market

DRY GOODS
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WM. VAN HER YEERE.

ENGINEER
—

-ANDGentlemen’s FurnishingGoods

“!

GRAND RAPIDS

PAINTING

PRICES.

FLOUR AND FEED
ALSO ON HAND.

ALL WORK DONE IN* A NEAT
AND ARTISTIC MANNER.

JACOB HOEK
G-0

Central Drugstore!
KREMERR,

M.

Perfumery, Toilet rticles,&c.

tastic Cigars.

H. Kkemeub, M. D., keeps bin olliceat the store
where calln will be received and promptly attended to.
0

A. M.,

and

3 to

5

1\

M

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Special attention to Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat.
Office,one door roqUi of Meyer A Son's Music
store, River St., Holland. Mich. Office hours,
10 to
. M. :
:30 to 4 I*. M., and evenings.Can
also be found at his officeduring the night.

12

1

H. J.

CONKRIGHT

BARBER.
The Best Shaves and Hair Cuts in the
city, at the Eagle Tonsorial Parlors.

North of DeK

raker's meat market.

Castings in Brass and Iron.
Cor. River and Seventh Streets,

which would, it is asserted, b
by the reptiles.Tb
1 correspondent also furnishes some re
SECOND STORY.
; markable data regarding tho feed in;
The interiorwalls and ceilings are hard
capacity of carpet snakes. When fron
finished on out* coat of brown mortar and
seasonedlath. All woodwork is of North five to six feet long they are, he says
Carolinapine, except the dfKirsand floors able to eat two or three rabbits at
in first and second stories,which are of meal; but when they are fifteen or six
yellow pine fur the former and white pine teen feet long they are able to eat si;
for the latter. Inside woodwork has two rabbits.
SPLENDID ItOASTS!
coats of varnish,all exterior work two
Anticipatinginquiryas to what woulc
JUICY STEAKS!
coats of paint.
happen if tho snakes became mon
MILES' OF SA USAGE! The plumbing of the bathroom is not in- numerous than rabbits, ho proposestha
cluded in the estimate. The entire work,
carpet snakes of one kind only shouli
with the above exceptions,can be comEverythingbelongingto a first-class pleted for ?1,800 in most localities.
bo used, and after eatiug all the rabbit;
meat market, at
the snakes would then proceed to ea
D. W. King.
each other.— London Public Opinion.

HOLLAND, MICH.

rabbits,

!

speedily eaten up

ROASTS

ing a bird.

Nothing could surpass the beauty of
the colors or the grace of

the

design,

and the whole is as fresh and vivid as if
it had been just executed. Unfortunately there seems to be nothing but the
flooring of the villa left. The government has come to an arrangement with
Signor Piacentini,on whose property
this interesting discover}-has lx<*n
made, to buy the mosaics and have them
carefully brought to a museum in Rome.
They date from the time of Augustus.—
Romo Cor. Loudon News.

i

Hlunlu't Your l{un.i‘k.

As every reader is aware, a pair of
fine horse* is sometimes seen standing
unblanketedbefore one of our large
stores in cold weather, their bodies

steaming from the effects of fast driving, while comfortably seated on the
lx)x of the carriageare butler and driver
I
smothered in furs. To correct this, the
Massachusetts Societyfor Prevention of
Floors.
Cruelty to Animals has adopted a most
Ituseball a Cure for Lunacy.
ingeniousand effective remedy. It has
Wheneverit is possible the entire floor
For the choicest
should be of some good hard wood, whose
The superintendentof the New Yorl provided a man with a sign, "Please
natural color will grow richer with age State Lunatic asylum has discoveredi
Blanket Your Horses,” and when a team
RIVER STREET.
and whose smooth surfacegrow smoother novel cure for lunacy. It is nothin; is found unblauketed, the man simply
with the wear of years. It costs no more to
more nor less than frequent doses of tin takes jiositiouin close proximity to the
relay a floor than to purchase a good carnationalgame. Says he: “I believe tha1 equipage,a crowd soon collects,and the
pet, and rugs can be added, if necessary,
by degrees. Mahogany and cherry arc in baseball is a homeopathic core for luna characterof the remarks made by the
high favor for floors, and may be used with cy. It is a kind of craze in itself, and i' assemblage are not calculated to make
A LSO
the lighter varieties,as ash, maple, butter- gives the lunatics a new kind of crazi
the practice popular. The horses are
Experienced girl for g-eneral nut and oak. An entire floor of maple in ness to relieve them of the malady whicl either blanketed or driven away to more
housework. Good wages paid. narrow strips, perfectly laid, is one cf the afflicts their minds. I have noted om congenialquarters,and the banner man
best and most durable. The French floors,
most melancholy patients watching base- quietly goes in pursuitof other offendAddress, Box 548, City.
which are almost perfect,are laid on an
As the market affords.
ball play, laughingheartily and even ers.— Boston Commercial.
even bed of cement and are perfectly firm,
immoderatelyat the mistakes of the
level and lasting.— Decorator and FurHilarityat a FuueraL
playing and the funny incidents of the
nisher.
We have recentlyadded a Steam Meat
Cheerfulmusic was so admired by
game. The free air which they breathe
Cutter which enables us to produce
Chamber Walls.
while sitting around the baseball field Frederick Moot, a wealthy gentleman of
Nothing is more satisfactory in a chamSausages that are pronounced
Buffalo, that he gave instructions
to his
is beneficial to most of them, and I culnurse. Apply at Dr. Huizinga’s ber than a dull, rough faced wall. Ine- tivate baseball both because I like it relatives to have plenty of it at his obby all who have tried them
quality of surface, however slight,breaks
to be the very finest.
myself and because I believe it is bene- sequies. When his body was passed into
office between 7 and 9 P. M.
up the monotony and furnishes soft back
the Buffalocrematory there was waltz
ground for the few pictures and draperies ficial to the asylum patients.”—Chicago
music from an excellent band and a
Orders taken and packages delivered
with which the wall should be adorned. Mail.
quartetsang several popular melodies.
free of charge.
The ceiling should be, not white, but u
Kerosene for Daudrufl'.
When the body had been reduced to
paler sbade of the frieze. In a chamber,
The best thing to clear dandruff from ashes the funeral party went to a resabove all other rooms, a handsomely finJ N MAYNARD Pbopiuetob.
ished wood floor, with rugs, is best, both tho hair is kerosene. Of course, if it is taurant and enjoyed a sumptuousdinner
First-Classin Every Respect.
on account of neatness and health.— Dccora- used, it ought to be scented,and that provided at the requestof the deceased.
can be done.— New York Journal.
i tor and Furnisher.
—Yankee Blade.
Eighth Street, Holland.
Rates. $1.50 per Day.,
|

DeKrakeu DeKoster

Beef, Pork, Mutton,

Poultry, and

WANTED!

Game

___

WANTED™::
/^NIBA

f-jOLJSE

KUITE BROS.

I

River St.. Holland, Mich.

!

,

Veal, Etc.

J. (t. HUIZINGA, M. U.,

gine Repairs a Specialty.

|

MARKET

ALSO A FI LL LINE OP

Office hours, 8 to

TO

THE

Pure Drugs, Chemicals, Soaps,

Imported and

St.

D., Prop’r.

—A PULL USE OP—

deal of attentionhas been be
stowed upon the subject of rabbit de
structiou,and some astounding pro
l>osals and suggestions have been re
ceiv&l from various parts of the world
The last suggestiou,which is from soutl
| Australia, is that a number of carpe
snakes should be let loose among tb
j

Repairing of all kinds. Mill and En-

FourteenthStreet, West of Pine

H.

A good

MACHINIST.

PAPER HANGING.

compete with

Suaken ami Itabbits in Australia.

AND

-AND-

This side of Grand Rapids, and

ALFRED HUNTLEY

I

ami look arouml the home m dour to nearly burned but for the timely arll«%IIV III*
IIIV'I « 1*1
II
herI III
In the
memory
of **t|l»
other days: eneh
rival of willinghands. All of thl* In
rom'.p*im!eiiief<trU)8Tlmei*l'>w»nclte«Ifroni
an(l OOfner filled with ivoollee- less than fifteen months time. It wu*
n tow
tnu nk
... latet^t In /»..
.......
•II
n*» mii.i
and eoliit* of
oat«n
and• tjona never to 1m* forffOtten,
set their new structure took fire and
Alii'kCMii I Oimtli » \t Mif |.|hiiiI> on olio Hide of
Miv» It >sie llushand returnedfrom in the month of June IH'.illess than one
EIGHTH STREET,
the jiapcr only, ami uiakc tin* .tmi» Mion. tilve
|ht>oiiuIIntelllrfenco of nMilent* ami former Chicago last week where she had been year ago that the new church was comcltliina. out nothlim iliMiaiceable
enjoying a short rest and delightful pleted and dedicated to God. The
>*'',,'li,'imiiimi|caiiou« on Tiie»>lay or Wedni'x*
visit with relatives and friends. While first pastor set aside for the ministry In
«lrt>. i'liuni.|«ya MToml tetter It Hii)lhliik'luo
ther • she 'p-nt a short time at Ravens* this church wa» its present incumbent
..... .. uj. The 'flint- ifoeo to inM
Opposite
1 ntinMiay evenlnx.
wood with Mrs. Harry L. Lane, who i» the Rev. J. H. Thomasut u salary of $I-Vi
IteKUlurcomt-iondentanre detlrid In loeall engaged in school work there.
per year with a verbal clause in bar!
tie" not now rear ..... ..... In our t oltiiniia. For
Kantjr*’ Hardware Store.
gain that no saloon money donated
particular*mid re
Tin. Too.».
DENNISON.
lllll.I.ASII. Mien.
should bo applied on said salary, which
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Golden. Jr., clause has been stricken out as the
!
OTTAWA COUNTY.
are ever mindful of the pleasuresof the mind, like the wind is subject to many
HBKMN.
young |)eople, us last Saturday’s enter- and sudden changes. Now, dear
Dee (ration day was jfenorally ol> tainment proves. A birthday i>urty readers,I am a believer in churches
served here. The exerciser comdated was given their daughter,Miss Rosa, and have seen nearly forty summers
uf a number of appropriate recitations, and a most enjoyable time was partici and love to see the morals of my fellows|>eeeheaand aonks. delivered princi- pated in.
man elevated for good but with this
pally by the children of the Berlin
Miss Belle MoLollan of Coopersvlllo article 1 enclose to the Editor of the
school,and the music furnished by the was here last week with friends and Times one of the first printed programs
Harringtonbrass hand. The program relatives.
of the comedy played at this new
was a good one and the selection Grand Haven switch inspectorfor the church lust Friday night the 27th enand the execution them f is a credit D. & M. was in town last week looking titled “A Deostrlck Skulo” with oust
to the teachers and scholars of the after the interests of the company.
of characters some 25 or 30 |)ersons inschool. The ladies contributed flowers Amos Taylor of Coopersville is at- cluding drugists.Baptists, physicians,
for wreaths and decorations in abund- tending to the work on his farm this spiritualists,
infidals and a 'general
on s i/l at
ance. Hundreds of people and a good summer. Mr. Taylor says you may ex make up of all classes. The programs
number of old veteran soldiers and sail- peet to see many Improvements there are puterned after those used by Smith!
ors marched,headed by the band, to about.
theatre of Grand Rapids unu a good
H. WYKHUYSEN'S
the cemetery where they strewed flowThus. McGrath is viewing the sights fac miilc having the ndvertisments
ers upon the graves of their beloved dead a' Chicago.
forming an outside border to pay the
ones, it was a memorial day in the
coat of printing. This church lias a
BLENDON.
fullest sense of the word.
fine orchestra including violins, horns
Mrs. S. O. Nightingale is starting in bass viole and an organ and are under
Henry E. Shuster and family oi
Wriglu were in town on decorationday. the poultry businessand is building
the directorshipof the brass band's bass
M. M. Robson is the inventor of a fine park.
drum solo player. I have sat in my pew
Mrs.
Emma
Kiefer
of
Jamestown
is
well constructed sulky of the newest
and seen the little folks dance the time
patera,which does not weigh 40|>ounds. visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. and older ones stamp their feet ami
V-r-f
It is made for the race track and will Win. Plus, this week.
beat time with their hands so impresse l
Mrs. Ella Smedley has gone to Grand they were with the melodiousstrains
be drawn by the standard bred colt,
Rapids for a few days; she will visit of the violin and the toot of the cornet.
Hattie Robson.
John Raymond, son of Joseph Ray- Mrs. C. 0. Smedley and Mrs. A. Krone* It is no wonder those who stand outside
mond of this place, who holds u situa- merer.
the church doors are struck with awe
Fred Sydell has improved his looks at the inside workings and turn away
tion with the Standard Brothers of De— _=V'
very
much;
ho
-looks
much
better
with
troit, is reported seriously ill. It is our
in dismay. The attendance at this
sincere wish that he may soon recover his moustache shaved off. He is in play was so large that nearly one-third
line now.
his former good health. ’
the |ieoplocould not get inside the
Miss Jean Alexanderwas married at building.Many went to see the play
Jay Lawton, teacherof district school
No. !l Allendale, has be.*n home over the home of her parents,Mr. and Mrs. and hosts went out of curiosity. So
Sunday the guest of his parents. He William Alexander, Sunday, May 22d. great indeed was the rush that the play
looks as chipper as a lark. Wallopping to Mr. Chet Horton of Jamestown.
was repeated the following night with
Mrs. Gertie VerSluis of Kalamazoo nearly the usual jam for admittance.
unruly school boys does not seem to in-- IF FOR
terfere much with his general health. is visitingher mother, Mrs. Richard The membership of this F. B. class is
It is now a settled fact that we are Hall. She intends to stay a few weeks less than a score, so any intelligent
to have a good old fashioned fourth of to improve her health; she is also ac- jKjrson can readly see the crowd of
July celebration. Thanks to the ener- companiedby a young lady friend of spectatorswere of that class who alKalamazoo.
gy of some of our business men.
ways fill our opera houses. We read
Alfred Barden had a number of shade
in history that in the state of MassaHUDSONVILLE.
trees cut down in front uf his house on
chusetts a church dedicated to God was
Mill
shake
and
soda
water
at
the
Saturday night last. The culprit
afterwards converted intoacircus.We
should be known and ten months lodg- postoffice.
hope this new temple which less than
Glen Waite has returned home from
ingat “Hotel Vaupell”would be his
a year ago was dedicatedto God will
South
Boardman.
doom. A genuine flogging would also
abandon their many side shows and
Elm
stave
bolts
wanted—
?3.00
per
fill the bill.
take their Bible for their guide and
Another rumor is in circulation that cord W. M. Rhodes Hudsonville.
try to do good towards improving our
J. N. Waite's drug store and L. W.
we are to have a grand wedding in the
much run down society and impress
Wolffs
general
store
have
received
near future. Maybe that one of our old
upon the minds of our young better
new
coats of paint.
bachelors has popped the question.
inoruls ane less intellectual and. physical
Mrs. T. Narry has been visiting a
The executive board of the Ottawa
trainingswhich but a few weeks ago
and West Kent Agricultural society few days in Grand Rapids with her this Rev. Thomas preachedupon from
daughter. Mrs. Dr. Wilkinson.
will hold its quarterly meeting at the
his pulpit.
For sale: The ponies, carriage and
secretary's office in Berlin on .Monday,
M. J. Orr has his new house up and
June <ith. 18JI2. at 10 o'clock in the fore- harness belongingto Dr. Wilkinson. nearing completion.
Enquire of Thos. Curry. Hudsonville.
noon.
Hi Goodrich and wife have returned
The people’s party in the township The members of the Congregational from the sunny south to attend their
church
will
hold
a
business
meeting
of Wright consists of one member and
fruit farm.
that is an alien. The country will now on Thursday night. June 16, for the
Peach baskets are being delivered
purpose of electing trustees and a treasbe safe.
for the coming harvest, which with
urer.
i wW-“
'W-pateA .by a teftmiabsr.
present indicationspromises to be very
oi our ciiiAeiis to tender heartfelt ~ Ti tfifeuavm r sfcdges -rV^- -4
thanks to the members of the Harring- F., will hold memorialservices at the
-BUY
B. B. Beales, proprietoToTffe^nnton brass band. who. without renumera- Congregational church, Sunday. June ville House, has been adding new mir5th. at 10:30. The lodge will also obtion. rendered their services on memserve DecorationDay, June 14th. A rors and fixtures to his house and' exorial day.
pects soon to enlarge the house for
The lawsuit,Win. J. Gillibridge vs. general invitation is extended to all better accommodations.
^ here you can buy the best job for the least money.
Hugh Plownan on “Trespass on the citizens to participate at both occa- Will Hardie who is attending school
sions.
The
program
for
Decoration
Case," before JusticeMeyer, has been
at Holland speaks very highly of the
Also general dealer in Farm Implements and Machinery, New Gale Plows, acknowledged to be
dav will hi; announcedlater.
f-4»
Jhitriri*tsiiiT
schools and management there.
the best and easiest running Plows ^yerjrnjLmta-lhe ground. Give one u trial
A Iso- South Bend
no appeal has been made.
ALLEGAN COUNTY.
Ellsworth Heller,our young uiffier,
Born to John W. Mead and wife— a
spent last week in Charlottewith his anoBisselPPlbwT; Steel Smoothing and Spring-Tooth Harrows; Gale Riding Spring Harrow, with
GRAAFSCHAP.
postmistress.
people there.
patent teeth (five tools in one). Planet, Jk., Cultivators, best on earth.
The barn of Mrs. B. J. Alferinkwas
NEW HOLLAND.
struck by lightning Tuesday evening Miss Dory Reynolds, who has been
The government need not send the and entirely destroyed with twelve sick for the past week, is convalescent
and will soon be able to be out agaiir.^
rain makers to this vicinity. We are head of cattle. Great anxiety was also
Work progressesslowly on the new
!
having a daily supply. Last Tuesday felt for one of the children' that was
bank building owing to continual rains.
evening a seveVe tnunder storm passed missing at that time but was fortunateN. L. Chamberlin and family of
througnout this vicinity, lightning was ly found safe and sound with a neighGrand Rapids spent last week here
quite severe but no aceideuts. We could bor. Loss $900. No insurance.
A little child of Mr. and Mrs. Teunis with relatives and friends.
see two fires where the lightning had
Our citizens begin to see who is makstruck,one at Grauftchap and the other De Frel Ml Wednesday evening and
We are here to serve the public and kindly solicit your patronage. Send for Catalogues, All first
neai1 Zeeland.
broke its collar bone. lir. A. G. Mail- ing the money out of our little village
8
corporation as it has lately been dis- class goods, warranted. Repairs constantly on
Cornelius Vande Vries of Holland vis- ing was called in who reduced the
covered that a general supply store is
ited Wynand Vandenberg, his class- fracture.
run on the sidt for the benefit of a few
mate at Hoi>e college.
Mr. and Mrs. GerritTinholt received
parties. Better these folks pull down
Jacob Wabeke has two cari»entersat a new boarder Sunday— a boy.
work to siding his house and a new veThere was a barn raising at H.Tien's their sign and hang out “Headquarters
randa is put on the east side Wednesday. John Pessink.the Holland for Village Supplies.”
The gun club shoot of Saturday last
of the house which gives it a fine baker, furnished the cake and biscuit.
A number of our young people went was an improvement over past shoots
appearance.Good so. Jacob, the lumas the boys are fast coming to the front;
be-ing businessmust be a paying one. to Zeeland last Sunday.
some of them breaking 13 out of 15 pigt&' J'. 6'.—A(/cm (/ t/u ll'cslernlievcmbk Steel Hoad Machines
Our veteran storekeeper A. Wageeons.
GIBSON.
naar is doing an extensive business. He
Decoration serviceslast Sunday was a
has a very efficientclerk on whom you
Mr. Christianson of Chicago is visitcan depend. He will give you sixteen ing Capt. J. Larsen and family and is union of churches and held at the Bap-

CDKKESPONDENCE.
_________
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H.

.

Jewelry!

WYKHUYSEN

HOLLAND,

MICH.

.

CLOCKS

m.,

WATCHES

Complete Stock.

! Monarch
and

REPAIRING.

Montauk

Watch Cases

The Old Reliable.

_____

Past Reputation

A

GUARANTEE
Of Good

Work.

How

_

You
Riding?
-

Business or Pleasure, you want Safety and Comfort.

—

‘

YOUR—

BUGGIES, SPRING WAGONS, ROAD WAGONS, ROAD CARTS

_

oii

k—

!

fleering and Champion Binders and Mowers

New

Port

Huron Engines and Threshers,

hand.

DE KRUIF,

H.

Etc.

JR.

ZEELAND, MICH

ounces to the pound ami count out delighted with the appearanceof this
twelve eggs u> a dozen. Then prices fruit country.
are as low as anywhere.
Mrs. W. Wilson and children of
Dr. and Mrs. j. W. Vandenberg and Lucknow, Ontario, is visiting her sistheir two sons Wynand and Henry at- ters, Mrs. I. Bell and Mrs. T. Falconer.
tended the decorating exercisesat HolL. Palmer of Stanton. Mich., visited
land last Monday.
relatives here lust week.
Last Sunday tne services in the ReMiss Ida Peterson has just closed a
formed church were conducted by Rev. successful terra of school in district No.
A. Stegeman.
1 and startsjthis week, with her brother
Tuesday afternoon Rev. A. Stegeman Charles, to spend a few weeks with
and family arrived in our midst. The relatives and friends in Chicago.
consistoryand a large part of the conP. Paris has so far recovered from a
gregation were gathered at the parson- long illness as to be able to attend
age to bid them welcome. When all church serviceslast Sabbath.
were seated in the parlor John Ten HaWill Orton was suddenly called from
ve spoke in behalf of the consistory and this place to his home near Oswego, N.
congregation, and bade the minister Y., his father having been seriously inand family welcome in our midst which jured by a kick from a horse.
was responded to by the minister in a
Our school closed last Friday after a
heartfelt manner, after which all par- term of eight months. Miss' Deming
took of choice refreshments which had gave her pupils a treat in the form of a
been prepared by the ladies of the con- picnic, and a good time was enjoyed by

all.

gregation.

NOOKDKLOOS.
Miss Johanna Kosbach
ids is home on a visit.

of

Grand Rap-

P. Heyboer. M. Heyboer and P.
Diepenhorst took in the sights of the
Sawdust City Decoration day.
Miss Lena Books is home from Grand
Rapids.
Among the many Zealanders present
in the ChristianReformed church to
bear Rev. J. Keizer preach, we noticed
Hon. C. Van Loo and wife. It seems
that Rev. Keizer still retains a warm
sjKJt in the hearts of many members of
his former congregation.'
JENISON.
Mrs. Hiram Jenison has been very
low for the past few days.
Frank Butterfieldhas been on the
sick list for the jmst week.
Luman Jenison spent severaldays in
Grand Haven week before last attending court.
Lucius Jenison still contemplates
selling his farm or exchangingfor city
property.

_

FENNVILLE.
Through the columns of the Times

tist

auditorium. The attendancewas
was in “Deestrick

Spring and

not near as large as

Skule.”

WHEN

Summer

The decoration services on Monday
were very nicely observed and the attendance large.
Bow to Mr. and Mrs. Rob't McCormick a 4 pound boy the 26th.
Mrs. George Ketchum is visiting
friendsin Chicago.
Mrs. J. F. Peschman, who has been
seriouslysick for past 4 or 5 weeks, is
better at this writing.
The personal property of the late
Rebecca Reynolds was sold at public
auction Saturday afternoon by administrator. John Crane.
Quite a goodly number of our people
took in the excursion to Muskegon on
the 30th.

WANT THE

MILLINERY!

BEST

OUR

“SUNLIGHT” and “DAISY”
BRANDS.

MORE BREAD! WHITER

BREAD!

BETTER BREAD!

THAN ANY OTHER FLOUR MADE.
4i Wheat Grits” are the choicest cereal food for a Breakfast or
Dessert dish. Recipes for cooking printed on every package.
Ask your grocer or flour dealer for them!

Our

the walsh-de roo MILLING

The bent place to buy harnesses, saddles, etc., is at Vuupell's harness shop.
All kinds of nut meats at C.

ASK
FOR

YOU

t

CO.

Corner River and Fifth Street.

Blom

Jr's.

If you need pure drugs and chemicals
your scribe is duly bound to give to its go to Dr. Win. Van Button'sdrug store
readers items of interest and facts us
they daily come under our observation, Teeth extracted without pain by th
regardlessof whom is implicated, thus administration of vitalizedair at the
this somewhat lengthly article appears Central Dental Parlors.
IIKAD^CAItTr.llS roll KVeurTHIKGTHAT It*
as it does. Some three years ago when
The
finest “Excelsior”finishedcabour booming little village located in the
NEW, : STYLISH, : PRETTY,
inets. former price, $4 per dozen, now
midst of the great fruit belt of Michionly $3 at Hopkins' Eighth Street Stu
gan, was first visited by fire, we lost,
dio, Hollond.
Hats, J ion nets, Flowers, Jiibl/ons, Laws,
among some twenty or more buildings,
our opera house, which was usually Now that spring is almost here, we
Gloves, Fancy Goods, Etc.
kept •warm with dances and comic suppose you want a new hat. To meet
ALL
AT LOWEST POSSIHLK PRICKS.
shows and was used by the Free Bap- this emergency we have laid in an extist church as a place of worship upon tra lot of the finest goods in the market.
the Sabbath. After this building was The “King” and “Garden City” hats
destroyed,this flock of Divine worship- are the latest styles and all warranted.
Eighth Street, Holland. 14ers, though small in number, secured Busman Brothers.
McCormick’sopera hall as their audiThe unanimous opinion of those who
torium. While located in this hall
they got their heads together and be- know, is that Payne the photographer
is doing some of the finest work they
gan to advocate a “new church” which
have ever seen. Call at his gallery
was at once acceptedby many of our
and see the samples of pictures of peocitizens and large sums* of money and
ple you know and you will be convinced
materials were liberally donated to adthat he does good work. River street.
vance the cause. While this work was
I
nicely lobeing pushed, another, the second fire
For the small sura of Five Dollars you
burned this hall and all their furniture can now purchase a single buggy harincluding a new organ. From this they ness at Vaupell’s harness and hone
I
secured the second story of Walter's clothing rooms in this city. Can
--- street
----- Z --ware house and began to push the work
",he” "re,‘uo,e I will sell at a
on their new church with renewed you such foJjriS0""
low prices?

Mrs. M. Bertsch,

Lots For

Gilbert Hansen has concludedto remain in Jenison, te the satisfactionof
his many friendshere.
Lutie Lane has been quite ill with
tonsilitis and croup, but thanks to the
skillful treatment of Dr. M. L. Weston,
is speedily recovering.
vigor. Again our third fire appeared Stave bolts wanted at the old Fixter
Mrs. Lucy Folger went to Blendon and burned them out and when the
lactory. Enquire of Noth
last week to visit with friends there new church was enclosed and furnice
Schure. Eighth St.. Holland.
s

“

teenth
you

on

Thir-

-

which

bargain.

WM. KINNEY,
Mason Contractor. Holland, Mich.

>

SWIFT X MARTIN
(

SUCCESSORS TO

P. W.

KANE)

I

Is the place to get

!

i

1

J?,

your

TT Gr IS

Sale!

have two

cated lots

|

MEDICINES
Articles, School Books,
Perfumes, Stationery,
Toilet

Fine

Cigars,

Magazines, and Papers.

Prescriptions Carefully Compounded by a Registeredand Experienced Pharmacist.
Full line of Inside and Outside Paints, Varnishesand Brushes.
Cor. Eighth and River. Holland,

Mich. SWIFT & MARTIN

